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Abstract 
 

For years, how mammalian cells control and regulate their size has remain poorly understood. This 

is in part due to difficulties on accurately quantifying cell volume in a high throughput manner. 

Many questions remain unanswered on how cells maintain their size uniformity throughout healthy 

tissue. In this thesis, by developing our own microdevice based on the fluorescence exclusion 

method, we have approached the subject of cell size from different perspectives with the unique 

goal to understand the mechanics of cell volume determination. We first developed a theoretical 

and experimental framework to study how cells adjust their volume to varying stiffness. We found 

that this relationship is non-trivial but can be predicted quantitatively from the distribution of 

active myosin throughout the cell cortex. Once we established the mechanics of cell volume 

determination, we pursued the metabolic pathway that could be related to cell size homeostasis. 

We quantified the activity of the mechanosensitive transcriptional regulators YAP (Yes-associated 

protein) and TAZ (transcriptional coactivator with PDZ-binding motif), widely known 

mechanotransducers of the Hippo pathway related to cell proliferation and organ size 

determination. Interestingly, we found that YAP/TAZ is positively correlated to the expression of 

active myosin as well as cell volume in all the conditions examined. To further prove the role of 

YAP/TAZ in cell volume regulation, we worked with CRISPR knockouts across the Hippo 

pathway and demonstrated that YAP and TAZ are novel regulators of single cell volume. We 

report that the role of YAP/TAZ in cell volume regulation must go beyond its influence on total 

cell cycle duration or the cell shape to explain the observed changes in volume. Moreover, in our 

context volume regulation by YAP/TAZ is independent of the mammalian target of rapamycin 

(mTOR), often perceived as the master regulator of cell volume. Instead, we find YAP/TAZ 

directly impacts the cell division volume. Based on the principle that YAP/TAZ is a 

mechanosensor, we find that inhibiting the assembly of myosin and cell tension slows cell cycle 

progression from G1 to S. We pose the idea that YAP/TAZ and the Hippo pathway may be 

modulating the cell volume in combination with tension during a cell cycle checkpoint. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Consider the following problem: You want to build a house. A medium sized house. You have 

decided to make a very conservative and sturdy type of construction; therefore, you will build a 

thick foundation of concrete with brick walls on top. To get started, you proceed to collect 

materials, but at the store you realize that the options are overwhelming. There are all kinds of 

bricks that you could use. The variety is so large that the biggest brick is about six times the size 

of the smallest brick. To make it more difficult, the providers do not have a large enough quantity 

of any type of brick for you to build your house, so they offer to make a mix of all the bricks they 

have in stock. How could you possibly build your house? 

 

During the second year of my PhD, my colleagues and me started discussing the problem 

of how cells regulate their volume. It was already a broadly recognized phenomenon that organs 

in our body have mechanisms to control their size. But how do they execute such control? When 

thinking about organ size, the problem is very similar to the problem of building a house. Instead 

of bricks, organs are composed of cells, and these cells just like the bricks we mentioned before 

are present in a wildly heterogeneous population.  The problem was of particular interest for us 

since the volume of cells in the body seem to have a very stable coordination and is highly 

determined by its mechanics at equilibrium. Indeed, discussing a tight regulation of cell volume 

intrinsically means understanding the balance of forces at steady state in the cell. 

 

1.1 The importance of cell volume regulation 

 

A peculiar characteristic of the multicellular organisms is that differences in their size is primarily 

due to differences in their cell number rather than cell size (Conlon and Raff, 1999) highlighting 

once again that volume seems to be a highly controlled variable. Another layer of complexity on 

this issue is the curious feature that an organism like an animal is composed of a large number of 

cell types, such as fibroblasts in connective tissue, epithelial cells in the skin, neurons in the brain, 

red blood cells in the blood, etc. All of them varying vastly in size. Even though these cell types 

have different sizes between them, when focusing on one specific cell type in healthy tissue, they 

show regularity on cell size (Ginzberg et al., 2015). Due to its homogeneity is that dysregulation 
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of cell size has been reportedly related to disease or malfunction (Kozma and Thomas, 2002; 

Dannhauser et al., 2017). The fact that cells can so accurately remain within a range of cell size 

suggests the existence of mechanisms with which they control their growth and proliferation in a 

coordinated manner keeping a target size in homeostasis. 

  

1.1 Cell volume regulation in yeast through time: what have we learned so far? 

 

In order to understand cell volume regulation and the state of the art we first need to understand 

what have been the key milestones in the field. Already in the 1960s and 1970s there was a notion 

that cells could have mechanisms to keep a target volume in homeostasis. Some of this progress 

was done in budding and fission yeast (Johnston et al., 1977; Fantes and Nurse, 1977). Johnston 

et al. argued that such mechanism would prevent cells from becoming too small (from several 

divisions with decreased growth) or becoming too large. They performed two experiments. First, 

they arrested the cell cycle with temperature-sensitive mutants and quantified the effect of this 

arrest on growth. Second, they analyzed cell cycle on limited nutrient conditions. Johnston et al. 

found that growth rather than progression through DNA-division cycle is the rate limiting step in 

cell proliferation. Based on their results, their conclusion was that on yeast there must exist a 

critical volume that needs to be attained before continuing with the cell cycle. On the same year, 

Fantes and Nurse advocated for a similar hypothesis in fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces Pombe. 

They changed the nutrient conditions in growing cells and studied growth rate and cell size (as 

measured by total protein content) and observed that smaller cells remained longer on the cell 

cycle (Fantes and Nurse, 1977). They argued that their results suggested the existence of a cell size 

requirement to start nuclear division. Most importantly, both of these seminal articles in cell 

volume regulation suggested the idea of a critical volume needed to be reached in order to progress 

through the cell cycle: this idea is commonly referred to as “sizer” model, given that it poses the 

hypothesis that cells have a mechanism to sense its own size. In parallel, Nurse and Thuriaux 

(1977) focused in a wee1 mutant. They used a synchronous population under starvation to advocate 

for the idea of a critical size and found that in order to initiate DNA synthesis, cells needed to reach 

a critical size (as measured by protein content) therefore adding evidence for a growing body of 

literature in favor of a threshold point in the G1/S transition. Later, in 1996, Sveiczer et al. revisited 

the subject to further examine size control in S. Pombe. For this, they analyzed cell length and cell 
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cycle time in time-lapse movies on wild type Schizosaccharomyces Pombe and mutants. They 

studied cell size controls and found that when analyzing total extension (that is, division length 

minus birth length) through the cell cycle against birth length, there was a clear negative slope, 

indicating some compensation as a function of birth size. They showed with their analysis that 

smaller cells at birth extended more than larger cells therefore suggesting the existence of a target 

volume. Interestingly, they found that their behavior can be analyzed as a sizer only up to a defined 

point in the cell cycle. At that time, the growth rate is independent of size and cells keep on 

growing, now for a given amount of time. This is often referred as the “timer model”, since growth 

progression seems to go on for a definite time independent of how big cells are.  An interesting 

feature of this threshold volume in the G1/S transition is that it works as a regulation mechanism 

that would not enforce a hard checkpoint as it was later found. Di Talia et al. (2007) showed that 

when comparing small cells with larger cells, the first one buds at a smaller size than the budding 

size of larger cells (Di Talia et al., 2007). 

 

1.2 Cell size regulation in bacteria: learning from yeast and what’s beyond 

 

Although the idea of the “sizer” model is attractive and elegant on its own, some research suggests 

different alternatives. In 2014, Campos et al. developed an assay to study bacterial size. They 

studied Escherichia Coli and Caulobacter Crescentus by performing time-lapse microscopy of an 

asynchronous population and monitored cell size over several generations. They measured 

bacterial elongation over entire cycles and showed that this is independent of cell length at birth. 

They concluded that cells grew the same amount between divisions regardless of their initial size. 

When they control how big they are, they do not sense their size but rather how much they have 

already grown (Campos et al, 2014). This model is often called in the literature as the “adder” 

model. This idea does not limit to bacterial systems, since it has already been explored on budding 

yeast, leading to an apparent contradiction with experiments mentioned before by Johnston et al. 

and Fantes and Nurse. Later Soifer et al. (2016) analyzed budding yeast and showed that although 

there seems to be a dependency on added volume in G1 and birth volume, the total amount of 

volume between budding events does not depend on budding size. By studying S. Cerevisae and 

measuring thousands of organisms, it was found that daughter cells add a constant amount of 

volume between two budding events (Soifer et al., 2016), therefore explaining the above-
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mentioned contradiction and adding a new layer of complexity to cell volume regulation. Soifer et 

al. suggest that S. Cerevisae has two phases of control: first, there is a critical size checkpoint in 

the G1/S transition and after this, between budding events, organisms follow an “adder” model. 

 

1.3 Mammalian cell volume regulation: current challenges and understanding  

 

A question worth asking is if the work performed in bacteria and yeast can be replicated in 

mammalian cells. The difficulty on doing this lies on the challenges to measure cell size at the 

single cell level. In contrast with those organisms, mammalian cells are highly irregular in their 

morphology making the direct measurement of volume a hurdle. In recent years several methods 

have risen to address this problem. Some groups have focused on measuring cell density (Sung et 

al, 2013), buoyant cell mass (Son et al, 2012) or total protein content (Kafri et al, 2013) to address 

the question of size assuming the correlation between these variables holds true. Others have 

attempted to directly measure cell volume using the Fluorescence exclusion method (Bottier et al., 

2011; Cadart et al., 2017; Perez Gonzalez et al., 2018).  

 

Regardless of the challenge of measuring volume accurately, many have attempted to 

understand how cells can keep their size with such regularity in similar ways to those used in 

bacteria and yeast. In the discussion about cell size, just like we have already mentioned, there are 

three main scenarios considered through the literature: (1) the “timer” model in which cells grow 

for a constant amount of time leading to larger cells growing more than smaller cells; (2) the 

“adder” model, in which a constant volume is added every cell cycle, leading to a steady state in 

the population and (3) the “sizer” model, in which there is a thresholding value of size at which 

cells progress through their cycle. Yet, results are confusing and contradictory with several studies 

suggesting some form of G1 length control as a function of cell size (Killander and Zetterberg, 

1965a; Dolznig et al.,2004; Amir et al, 2014; Cadart et al., 2018; Ginzberg et al., 2018). 

 

Killander and Zetterberg (1965a) reported seminal work on volume regulation based on 

the observation that fibroblasts entering S phase were more uniform in size than cells exiting 

mitosis. They reasoned that smaller cells should be maintained on G1 for longer periods to reach 

such critical size (Killander and Zetterberg, 1965a). Recent evidence points somewhere different. 
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Considering the difficulties on measuring cell size accurately, Varsano et al. (2017) took a practical 

approach. They developed microchannels that linearize mammalian cell growth. Given that the 

system is linear, cell size is easier to quantify than in regular conditions (Varsano et al., 2017) 

because there is only one dimension to quantify as in the work we have already discussed on 

bacteria and yeast. The authors used rat basophilic leukemia cells and RAW 264.7 macrophages, 

and presented G1 duration measurements against size at birth, which is commonly used to 

distinguish between “sizer” and “timer” models. In this type of dataset, a slope of -1 would 

advocate for a size checkpoint whereas a slope of 0 would point to independence between G1 

duration and cell birth size. Their analysis showed a two-phase mechanism where both the “sizer” 

model and the “adder” model could be active depending on the birth size of cells (Varsano et al., 

2017). Recently, Cadart et al (2018) used the fluorescence exclusion method to explore growth in 

single cells. They reported near-adder results, showing little to no correlation between the volume 

added during the cell cycle and their respective cell birth size. Ginzberg et al. (2018) have also 

suggested recently that cells regulate their growth with a compensatory mechanism increasing 

growth rates for small cells and decreasing them for larger cells, therefore guaranteeing a preserved 

target volume. They presented evidence advocating for the idea that cells both regulate their cell 

cycle length and growth rate to maintain the appropriate size. Briefly, Ginzberg et al generated 

mutations and used chemical treatments to alter cell cycle length. What they observed was that 

cells with longer cell cycles seemed to compensate by decreasing their growth rate, therefore 

maintaining their target volume. Conversely, cells with shorter cell cycles compensated by 

increasing their growth rate. On the same lines, it was recently shown via large-scale small 

molecule screening that the p38 MAPK pathway is involved in the coordination of cell size and 

cell cycle progression: in short, the authors proposed that p38 responds to changes in cell size to 

increase cell size uniformity. 

 

1.4 On metabolic control of cell volume and its implications on homeostasis 

 

An alternative view on cell volume regulation is related to the metabolism of the cell itself. This 

perspective is widely discussed in the literature given that it presents a straightforward path to 

unveil potential control mechanisms. By assigning a primary role to some proteins regarding size 
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determination it poses the idea that cell size can be modulated by changing growth rates, synthesis, 

degradation (Lloyd, 2013) and water flow (Koisuvalo et al., 2009). 

 

It is this way that already several pathways and proteins have been implicated in cell 

volume control. The mTOR pathway, involved in protein translation, cell cycle progression and 

cellular proliferation, has been broadly recognized as a cell size modulator (Schmelzle and Hall, 

2000; Lloyd, 2013). Insulin growth factor, IGF, usually associated to cell growth (Oldham and 

Hafen, 2003) has also been reportedly involved in size regulation (Edgar, 2006; Sun et al., 2006). 

This is has been attributed to an upregulation and downregulation of S6K activity, a downstream 

effector of mTOR (Edgar, 2006; Oldham and Hafen, 2003). Growth factor have also been related 

to size control: it is curious that deletion of insulin-like growth factor receptor (IGF-IR) leads to 

~50% reduction in body size at birth in Drosophila and mice due to decreased cell number and cell 

size, confirming the role of IGF on cell size (Sun et al, 2006). An interesting part of this is that 

under limited conditions (no amino acids) IGF is not able to activate mTOR (Lloyd, 2013). 

Franklin and Johnson (1998) suggested Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) plays a role in cell size and 

treated neurons with it. They showed that size was preserved by decreasing the degradation rate of 

proteins. When NGF was removed, cells decreased in size, showing that it played an important 

role in keeping cell volume homeostasis and therefore proving the point that protein synthesis 

plays a role in it (Franklin and Johnson, 1998). Another interesting protein is Myc, a transcription 

factor that has been recently implicated in cell volume regulation. Through the study of Drosophila 

Melanogaster, Grewal et al. (2005), evidenced that Myc regulates ribosomal RNA synthesis 

leading to increased growth, which strengthens the hypothesis that macromolecular content 

regulation also impacts overall cell size (Saucedo and Edgar, 2002). As of now, the fact that the 

molecular basis of cell size regulation remains a challenge motivates the exploration of other actors 

involved. 

 

Among all the proteins we mentioned before, the mTOR pathway has been broadly 

characterized as a master regulator of cell size by stimulating anabolism and inhibiting catabolism 

(Schmelzle and Hall, 2000; Lloyd, 2013). We are interested on this pathway because it has become 

a standard when talking about the molecular mechanisms of cell size regulation. Originally, Fingar 

et al. (2002) were interested on the effect of mTOR and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) on 
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mammalian cell size. It had already been reported that PI3K affected cell number and cell size 

(Stocker and Hafen, 2000) and that Drosophila TOR (dTOR) produced varied cell size phenotypes 

(Montagne et al., 1999). Fingar et al. used rapamycin (an mTOR inhibitor) and reported that mTOR 

and PI3K dependent signals were necessary for cell to reach their volume (Fingar et al., 2002). 

Expression of S6K1 mutants that have rapamycin resistant activity partially rescued the original 

cell size further proving this point. They went further and performed overexpression of S6K1 and 

eIF4E increasing the cell size of this population. Based on their results they identified that S6K1 

and 4EBP1 mediate mTOR dependent cell size regulation (Fingar et al., 2002). Another important 

fact of this path is that is can go modulate volume in both directions as it has already been shown 

that activation of the mTOR pathway also promotes additional growth (Edgar, 2006; Laplante and 

Sabatini, 2012). In particular, it has already been shown how constitutive activation of mTORC1 

in beta-cells increases cell size, process that can be reversible with the use of rapamycin (Laplante 

and Sabatini, 2012). Another interesting thing about mTOR is that its control of size does not seem 

to be universal as if its regulatory behavior depended on other factors. In some tissue like muscle, 

mTOR has strong control of size, but in adult prostate or in post-natal granule neurons, it has very 

limited effect. (Kwon et al, 2003; Nardella et al, 2009). 

 

Similarly to mTOR, the mammalian version of the Hippo pathway has been implicated in 

cell volume regulation (Dong et al., 2007; Saucedo and Edgar, 2007; Zhao et al., 2011; Yu et al., 

2015) although traditionally the Hippo pathway has been perceived as an important pathway for 

control of organ size due to its role on proliferation (Tumaneng et al., 2012a). How these pathways 

truly affect this regulation still remains a mystery. Nevertheless, some research suggests that Hippo 

might be related to cell size itself: Tumaneng et al. showed a crosstalk between the Hippo pathway 

and mTOR pathway (Tumaneng et al., 2012b), and it has been shown by flow cytometry that 

Hippo pathway knockouts show a decrease in size (as measured by forward scattering). In this 

context, Myc has also been shown to have a dependency with a feedback mechanism with Yorkie 

in Drosophila (Neto-Silva et al, 2010). 

 

With this literature review, what we are looking to motivate is that the analysis of cell 

volume regulation has several layers of complexity. In subsections 1-4 we motivated the 

observables of cell size and cell volume and how it has been used to understand how can cells keep 
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such tight uniformity. In subsection 5 we added a layer a complexity that underlies that observable 

of cell size. This means that the problem of cell volume can be approached from two different 

directions: on the one hand, we can understand volume itself and how it changes across the 

population; on the other hand, we can understand the proteins involved in keeping homeostasis. 

 

1.5 On the alternative view of cells as mechanosensitive objects within the body and its 

implications to cell size regulation 

 

Consider now a different approach. Cells are flexible and active objects that interact with the 

extracellular matrix but in a more fundamental level, cells comprise an internal compartment 

separated from an external compartment by a membrane and structural proteins underneath. In 

order to keep its status in equilibrium, cells maintain a pseudo steady state in which forces are 

balanced for each cell interacting with the matrix (Tao et al., 2017). Could it be that this interaction 

somehow plays a role in the determination of cell volume? Said balance is affected by many 

conditions. In particular, Engler et al. (2006) showed how different mechanical properties of the 

microenvironment can influence growth and differentiation. In their work, they showed that Naive 

Mesenchymal Stem cells (MSCs) commit to specific lineages based on the stiffness of the matrix 

they were cultured on. Moreover, they showed that the inhibition of nonmuscle myosin II blocks 

all stiffness directed differentiation illustrating how myosin is a key participant in the transduction 

of these signals (Engler et al., 2006). Studies like this one have led to a growing exploration on the 

impact of substrate stiffness in metabolism, growth, proliferation and other fields. Some have 

shown the influence of substrate stiffness on focal adhesion formation and cytoskeletal structure 

(Cukierman et al., 2001; Discher et al., 2005); others have shown its effects on metabolic pathways 

(Dupont et al., 2011; Elosegui-Artola et al., 2017; Mohri et al., 2017) and more recently the effect 

of substrate stiffness on cell volume (Fei Li et al., 2017).  All of these recent studies help display 

the complex mechanical sensing cell have throughout the body and motivate a deeper 

understanding of mechanical sensing, stiffness and cell volume.  

 

With the purpose of establishing said relationship between cell volume determination and 

its mechanical constraints it is necessary to first determine the problem at hand. In this view, a cell 

behaves like a balloon, separating an internal compartment from an external compartment. The 
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cell, separates these compartments with two elements: a semipermeable lipid membrane and a 

layer of structural proteins underneath. Most notably, below the bilipid layer, there is layer of 

myosin that exerts contractility, balancing locally the pressure difference (Tao and Sun, 2015) and 

therefore becoming crucial on cell shape determination (Smith et al., 2017). It is because of this 

layer that myosin has been broadly regarded as a key protein for contractility at the cortex. When 

treating this problem with a theoretical framework it is possible to understand that the local balance 

of forces can be used to determine the volume of a cell (Tao et al., 2017). Interestingly, the 

available evidence on this field is still limited, with some results pointing to an inverse relationship 

between cortical tension and volume (Guo et al, 2017) and two separate projects pointing towards 

a direct relationship between cortical tension and volume (Wang et al., 2018 and this thesis).  

 

The most interesting but at the same time most complex part of this project is the 

intertwining between cell volume regulation and cortical tension. Here, we seek to establish a 

straightforward relationship between cell volume and cortical tension, which elevates the 

discussion of a cell size checkpoint to a new position. Part of our hypothesis is that volume 

corresponds to a global variable, difficult to measure for the cell by physical means, but tension is 

a local variable within the cell capable of efficiently transducing signals. This hypothesis shifts the 

weight from cell cycle regulation (or G1 length as it is usually presented in the field) and cell size 

regulation to a focus on tension regulation. There is already evidence of this potential relation, as 

it has been shown that tension is a better predictor of G1 length than other measurable geometrical 

properties of the cell (Uroz et al., 2018). 

 

1.6 Construction of this thesis 

 

This thesis is constructed partially following the research that I have performed along my 

colleagues during these five years at Johns Hopkins. It comprises two chapters that cover the work 

developed in two separate publications around the topic of cell volume regulation. The 

abovementioned chapters include a first chapter devoted to how volume is measured and the effect 

of stiffness in its regulation; we also describe the role that the mechanotransducer YAP/TAZ has 

in this context. The second chapter corresponds to the research that followed up to that on chapter 

two. Here we used the fluorescence exclusion method to uncover the role of the Hippo pathway in 
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cell volume regulation. These chapters are followed by a conclusion reviewing the work and a 

discussion on future directions. 

 

The work shown in this thesis has been published on: 

 

Perez Gonzalez, N., Tao, J., Rochman, N.D., Vig, D., Chiu, E., Wirtz, D. and Sun, S.X. Cell tension 

and mechanical regulation of cell volume. Molecular biology of the cell, 29(21). (2018). 

 

And on the Biorxiv as: 

 

Perez Gonzalez, N.A., Rochman, N.D., Yao, K., Tao, J., Tran Le, M., Flanary, S., Sablich, L., 

Toler, B., Crentsil, E., Takaesu, F., Lambrus, B., Huang, J., Fu, V., Holland, A., An, S., Wirtz, 

D., Guan, K.L., Sun, S. YAP/TAZ as a Novel Regulator of cell volume, Biorxiv (2019). 
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Chapter 2: Cell Tension and Mechanical Regulation of Cell Volume 
 

In the large scheme of things, this thesis is about cell volume regulation. As we have already 

established this is a rather complex and intricate issue to analyze due to the fact that this is a global 

variable of the cell. Typically, in a thermodynamics class, students learn that there are three key 

variables that characterize a system, Temperature, Pressure and Volume. In biology, the effect of 

Temperature changes on cells has been often characterized but the other two variables, Pressure 

and Volume have lagged behind and still remain poorly understood. This is largely due to the 

difficulties in assessing both of these quantities at a population level and further at the single cell 

level. In the following chapters I seek to demonstrate how the fluorescence exclusion method is 

an extremely useful way to understand cell volume at the single cell level. 

     

2.1 Introduction 

What determines the physical volume of a cell? Despite the fundamental importance of this 

question, and decades of experimental studies on growth dynamics in mammalian cells (Killander 

and Zetterberg, 1965; Fox and Pardee, 1970; Yen et al., 1975; Brooks and Shields, 1985; Hola and 

Riley, 1987; Conlon and Raff, 2003; Godin et al., 2010; Son et al., 2012), the mechanisms behind 

cell volume regulation are not well understood (Ginzberg et al., 2015). It is known that different 

cell types from the same organism can have dramatically different volumes (Ginzberg et al., 2015), 

but how cells sense and control growth/division rates under different conditions is not clear. From 

genetic studies, several pathways have been implicated in cell volume control. The mTOR 

signaling pathway is known to regulate cell size by stimulating anabolism and inhibiting 

catabolism (Schmelzle and Hall, 2000; Lloyd, 2013). Similarly, the mammalian version of the 

Hippo pathway and its downstream effector YAP/TAZ are important in controlling tissue and 

organ size and have been implicated in cell volume regulation (Dong et al., 2007; Saucedo and 

Edgar, 2007; Zhao et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2015). While studies have suggested that there is a cell 

size checkpoint within the cell cycle at transition from G1 to S, which determines the added cell 

volume (Ginzberg et al., 2015; Varsano et al., 2017), exactly how and what signaling pathways 

are connected with the size checkpoint is still unclear.  
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Working from a different perspective, cells are active mechanical objects that form 

adhesions with the extracellular matrix and balance forces in the cytoplasm with the extracellular 

environment (Tao et al., 2017). Mechanical properties of the microenvironment have been shown 

to influence cell growth– and cycle–related phenomena including differentiation (Engler et al., 

2006) and may impact cell volume as well. Indeed, YAP/TAZ has been shown to be sensitive to 

mechanical forces and the stiffness of the environment (Dupont et al., 2011; Codelia et al., 2014; 

Low et al., 2014; Piccolo et al., 2014; Elosegui-Artola et al., 2016), which suggests that the 

mechanical state of the cell could influence cell growth and volume. In this paper, we explore how 

cytoskeletal tension is related to cell volume and how substrate stiffness influences cell size 

through the measurement of single cell volumes for several different cell types. We show that how 

cells distribute their tension over different regions of the cell surface can explain the observed cell 

volume under different conditions. Moreover, we explore how single cell tension (reported by the 

amount of phosphorylated myosin light chain [pMLC], similarly to previous work; Fernandez-

Gonzalez and Zallen, 2009; Elliott et al., 2015) is related to YAP/TAZ nuclear localization and 

discover that the amount of nuclear YAP/TAZ, which is also the active form, is correlated with 

the amount of myosin in the apical region of the adherent cell. This is consistent with suggestions 

that YAP is sensitive to cytoskeletal tension (Dupont et al., 2011; Elosegui-Artola et al., 2016). 

The level of nuclear YAP/TAZ also in- creases with increasing cell volume, suggesting that as the 

cell grows, it increases myosin activity to maintain force balance, and the change in the myosin 

level can serve as a signal for YAP/TAZ activity, which influences the observed cell size.  

Several methods have been used to measure cell volume (Hurley, 1970; Tzur et al., 2009; 

Sung et al., 2013; Cadart et al., 2017). Here we are interested in a high-throughput measurement 

of live cell volume for single adherent cells. We use the fluorescence exclusion method (Bottier et 

al., 2011; Cadart et al., 2017) to quantify cell volume. The fluorescence exclusion method was 

able to reveal that mitotic cells swell before cytokinesis (Son et al., 2015; Zlotek-Zlotkiewicz et 

al., 2015). We simultaneously measure cell volume, cell adhesion area, and cell shape factor for 

three different cell types on substrates varying in stiffness from 3 kPa to GPa (glass). The results 

show that the mean cell volume depends on the substrate stiffness, but that dependence varies 

across different cell types. For all cells, the measured volume is strongly correlated with cell 

adhesion area, but the slope of this correlation depends on the adhesion shape and the substrate 
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stiffness. For the same adhesion area, more elongated cells have a smaller volume than more 

circular cells. This result can be explained by a mechanical model of the cell where cortical tension 

developed by myosin is proportional to the mean curvature of the cell surface. In addition, from 

quantitative immunofluorescence measurements, we find that the total pMLC content and the 

spatial distribution of pMLC can predict cell volume. Using the measured pMLC levels as inputs, 

our mechanical model can be used to predict cell volume across all cell types on all substrates.  

Cytoskeletal tension and substrate stiffness have been shown to influence the nuclear 

localization of YAP/TAZ (Dupont et al., 2011; Codelia et al., 2014; Low et al., 2014; Piccolo et 

al., 2014; Elosegui-Artola et al., 2016), which in turn influences cell proliferation and growth 

(Shen and Stanger, 2015). The nuclear portion of YAP/TAZ is a cofactor with TEAD and regulates 

the transcription of a large group of proteins (Zhao et al., 2008). To explore how cell tension is 

related to YAP/TAZ nuclear localization, we performed quantitative immunofluorescence 

measurements. While the results show dependence on cell type, for the terminally differentiated 

cells tested, we observed that the average cell volume is positively correlated with the level of 

nuclear YAP/TAZ. But the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio of YAP/TAZ is not a predictor of cell 

volume. The nuclear YAP/TAZ level is also positively correlated with the amount of apical pMLC, 

a read- out of apical cell tension. In mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), the behavior of YAP and 

tension is more complex, but the correlation between nuclear YAP/TAZ and apical pMLC persists. 

These results suggest that cell tension can potentially serve as a checkpoint signal that allows the 

cell to sense its volume and control the cell cycle progression in late G1.  

2.2 Experimental Procedures 

2.2.1 Cell Culture 

NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were a gift from D. Wirtz (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD), 

neonatal foreskin fibroblasts (NuFF) were a gift from S. Gerecht (Johns Hopkins University, 

Baltimore, MD) and mouse Mesenchymal Stem Cells were a gift from Xu Cao Lab (Johns Hopkins 

Medical School, Baltimore, MD). The cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's media 

(Corning) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma) and 1% antibiotics solution 

[penicillin (10,000 units/mL) + streptomycin (10,000 µg/mL); Gibco] at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Both 
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the 3T3s and NuFFs were tested for mycoplasma contamination and kept for a maximum of 3 

months. 

2.2.2 Micro-fluidic device fabrication.  

Silicon molds were fabricated using standard photolithography procedures. Masks were designed 

using AutoCAD and ordered from FineLineImaging. Molds where made by following 

manufacturer’s instruction for SU8-3000 photoresist. Two layers of photoresist were spin coated 

on a silicon wafer (IWS) at 500 rpm for 7 seconds with acceleration of 100 rpm/s and 2000 rpm 

for 30 seconds with acceleration of 300 rpm/s respectively. After a soft bake of 4 minutes at 95 °C 

UV light was used to etch the desired patterns from negative photoresist to yield feature heights 

that were approximately 15 µm. The length of the abovementioned channels is 16.88 mm and the 

width is 1.46 mm.  

 

A 10:1 ratio of PDMS Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer and curing agent were vigorously 

stirred, vacuum degassed, poured onto each silicon wafer and cured in an oven at 80 °C for 45 

minutes. Razor blades were then use to cut the devices into the proper dimensions, inlet and outlet 

ports were punched using a blunt-tipped 21 Gauge needle (McMaster Carr, 76165A679). The 

devices were then sonicated in 100% EtOH for 15 min, rinsed with water and dried using a 

compressed air gun.  

 

50 mm glass bottom petri-dishes (FlouroDish Cell Culture Dish, World Precision 

Instruments) were rinsed with water and then dried using a compressed air gun. The petri-dishes 

and PMDS devices were then exposed to oxygen plasma for 1 minute for bonding. Finally, the 

bonded devices were placed in an oven at 80 °C for 45 minutes to further ensure enhance bonding.  

 

2.2.3 Synchronization and stiffness experiments.  

Cells were treated with 2 or 5 µg/mL of aphidicolin (Sigma-Aldrich, A0781) for 24 hrs to 

synchronize them in the G1 phase of cell cycle (Mittnacht et al, 1991). The optimal concentration 

and incubation period were determined using standard flow cytometry techniques (Fig. S8). To 

serum-starve cells, the media within the chambers were removed and the chambers were rinsed 
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with 1X PBS 3 times. Serum-free media supplemented with 1% Pen/Strep was then injected into 

the chambers and left on the cells for 24 hrs.  

 

For stiffness experiments, silicone elastomer was prepared by mixing a 1:1 weight ratio of 

CY52- 276A and CY52-276B (Dow Corning Toray) for 3 kPa (Style et al. 2014), a 0.9:1 weight 

ratio of CY52- 276A and CY52-276B for 12.6 kPa (Berget et al. 2016), a 1:1 weight ratio of QGel 

920A and QGel 920B (Quantum Silicones) for 0.4 kPa (Gutierrez et al. 2011). In all cases the 

elastomer was vacuum degassed for ~5 min to eliminate bubbles, the polymer was then spin-coated 

onto the micro-well of the dish at 1,000 rpm for 60 s. The dish was cured overnight and resulted 

in a ~50 µm thick layer of silicone. The devices were then rinsed with water, dried using 

compressed air, plasma treated and bonded to the cell volume PDMS devices. The final devices 

were again placed in an 80 °C for 45 minutes to enhance the bonding.  

2.2.4 Cell Volume Measurements 

Micro-fluidic chambers were exposed to 30s oxygen plasma before being incubated with 50 

µg/mL of type I rat-tail collagen (Corning; 354236) for 1 hr at 37 °C. The chambers were washed 

with 1X PBS before approximately 50,000 cells were injected into them. The dishes were then 

immersed in media to prevent evaporation. The cells were allowed to adhere for 12-18 hrs in the 

incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2 and 90% relative humidity. On the day of the experiment, 0.5 

µg/mL of Alexa Fluor 555 Dextran (MW 70 kD; ThermoFisher) dissolved in media was injected 

into the chambers and the devices were imaged within 1-2 hrs after injection.  

 

The cells were imaged using a Zeiss Axio Observer inverted, wide-field microscope using 

a 20x air, 0.8 numerical aperture (NA) objective equipped with an Axiocam 560 mono charged-

coupled device (CCD) camera. The microscope was equipped with a CO2 Module S (Zeiss) and 

TempModule S (Zeiss) stage-top incubator (Pecon) that was set to 37 °C with 5% CO2 for long-

time imaging. Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy was used to accurately capture 

the cell area and shape and Epifluorescent microscopy was used to measure volume. Individual 

cells were traced using the following algorithm. 
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Cell contours were segmented from the DIC and epifluorescence (Volume) channels. First, 

a rough contour is generated from a smoothed copy of the Epi channel where pixels darker than 

the background intensity are identified. Next a measure of the local contrast of the DIC channel 

(here high contrast regions are identified) is used to expand the contour to include small features 

(small lamellipodia etc.) which have low contrast in the Volume channel and may be missed. This 

expanded contour is used to identify the cell boundary. Inner and outer annuli are created by 

dilating this contour 10 and 25 pixels away from the cell (shown as green and red lines in Figure 

S1 (a)). The mean fluorescence intensity of the pixels between inner and outer annulus, or mean 

background intensity, Iannulus, is related to the total channel height. The volume boundary, shown 

as purple line in Figure S1(a), is created by dilating the cell contour 20 pixels away from the cell. 

The local fluorescence intensity enclosed by the volume boundary, IV, corresponds to the local 

height above the cell (h2, shown in Figure 2.1(a)). The volume of the cell is then calculated as 

follows:  

V = Channel Height ∑pixels within volume boundary (1-
𝐼𝑉

𝐼𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠
)𝛿𝐴 

Every experiment on cell volume was repeated at least three times with three technical 

repeats corresponding to the three individual channels in the microdevice. Experiments in glass 

gave at least 50 single cell measurements. Softer substrates yielded smaller datasets per 

measurement. The sample size for volume measurements was kept over 100 single cells except for 

3T3s in 0.4 kPa. This was done in order to get a normal distribution for each complete dataset". 

 

2.2.5 Immunofluorescence 

Immunofluorescence was carried out as described as in (Aifuwa et al, 2015). Briefly, cells were 

seeded at either single cell density (12,000 cells/cm2 for 3T3s, 7,500 cells/cm2 for NuFFs) or 

confluent density (75,000 cells/cm2 for 3T3s, 60,000 cells/cm2 for NuFFs) for 12-18 hrs and then 

fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (100503-917, VWR) for 10 minutes. Samples were then rinsed 

3 times with 1X PBS. 0.1% Triton X (T8787, Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in PBS is then added for 

10 minutes, washed 3 times with 1X PBS and then the fixed cells are blocked with 1% bovine 

serum albumin (A7906, Sigma Aldrich) for 1 hour at room temperature. Primary antibodies are 

incubated overnight in 1% BSA. Antibodies used included: YAP 63.7 (1:100; ms; SC-101199), 

Phospho-Myosin Light Chain 2 Thr18/Ser19 (1:100; rb; Cell Signaling Technology #3674), Anti-
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CD105 (1:100, rb, Abcam ab21224), Anti-Cd90/Thy1 (1:100, rb, Abcam ab 133350). The next 

day the dishes are rinsed 3 times with 1X PBS and incubated for 2 hrs in secondary antibodies 

with the following secondary antibodies Mouse Alexa Fluor 488, Rabbit 568, and DNA was 

stained using 20 µg/mL of Hoechst 33342.  

 

Wide-field microscopy using the set-up described above was used to measure the total 

pMLC, YAP/TAZ, and DNA content of the cells. To obtain spatial information about pMLC we 

used a Zeiss LSM 800 confocal microscope equipped with a 63X oil-immersion, 1.2 (NA) 

objective. A 567nm laser was used to image the stained cells. Images were acquired with a 

resolution of 1024 x 1024, which gives a field of view of 10485.76 µm2. We imaged the cells with 

confocal image stocks of total thickness of 20 µm to cover the entire height of the cells. Confocal 

image slices were spaced 2 µm apart and the pinhole size was 1 µm.  

 

For each fluorescence image, we subtract the pixel intensities with mean background 

intensity. A binary mask is generated based on the pixel intensities of fluorescence image (for the 

pixel intensities within the cell region is much higher than the intensities of anywhere else), where 

pixels within the cell/nucleus region are marked with “1” and pixels outside the cell/nucleus are 

marked with “0”. By multiplying the binary mask with actual florescence image, we can identify 

all the pixel values that is within the cell/nucleus. The total intensities within cell/nucleus boundary 

is calculated by summing up all the intensity values. The cell and nucleus boundary is then traced 

by Matlab routine “bwboundaries”. Every traced region with total area of 1,500 pixels square or 

less is considered as debris or cell fragments, and, therefore, is ignored.  

 

We utilized the pMLC channel to generate the binary mask for the cell. The traced 

boundary is then dilated 15 pixels away from the cell, to capture all the scattered light from 

epifluorescence image. The binary mask for the cell nucleus is generated based on Hoechst 

channel. No dilation is made on nucleus mask, to avoid overestimation of total nucleus YAP. We 

multiply the nucleus mask with every cell mask, to exclude all the nuclei from other cells within 

the same field of view. The traced boundary is shown in Fig. S1 (b). 
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For confocal z stacks, the basal layer of the cell is identified when clear stress fibers are 

seen (as example shown in Fig. S4 (b)). All stacks that are below the basal layer are neglected. We 

identified the first apical slide when the stress fibers disappear. The traced boundary of every apical 

slides is dilated 5 pixels (~ 1 micrometer) inside the cell, to mark the inner boundary of cortical 

layer (marked with pink line, Fig. S4 (c)). Cortical pMLC of one apical slide is calculated by 

subtracting the total PMLC intensities that within the inner boundary from the total pMLC 

intensity. Fig. S4(c) shows pMLC are mainly cortical, except for basal layer, where clear stress 

fibers can be seen. Therefore, the pMLC within the cell cytoplasm is very minimal compared to 

cortical pMLC. 

 

Every experiment was repeated two times with two technical repeats on every experiment. 

In addition, each technical repeat consisted of at least 100 single cell measurements. The sample 

size for qIF aimed for at least 200 single cells with exception of two experiments on 0.4 kPa for 

3T3s and NuFFs for which we obtained 80 cells and 178 cells respectively. This dataset size was 

targeted in order to get a normal distribution for each complete dataset. Finally, no single cells 

were excluded during the analysis of these datasets. The only cells excluded we those forming 

clusters. 

 

2.2.6 Y27632 Treatment  

Cells were treated with the ROCK inhibitor Y27632 (stem cell technologies,129830-38-2) to 

decrease expression of pMLC, a downstream protein of the Rho/ROCK pathway. Y27632 was 

diluted from stock in PBS and it was used at a final concentration of 100 µM. For treatment, media 

was replaced with fresh media and Y27632 at the final concentration for 2 hours. Then the cells 

were flown into the microfluidic device for volume measurement. 

 

2.3 Theoretical Model: Mechanical Model of the Cell 

 

A simple mechanical model was used to predict cell shapes and volumes in the main text. Under 

static conditions where all forces are balanced, the hydrostatic pressure difference across the cell 

membrane, P, is balanced by membrane tension, T, and active myosin contraction, 𝜎𝑎, in the cell 

cortex. Mathematically, this force balance can be written as:  
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𝐻−1 =  
2(𝜎𝑎ℎ + 𝑇)

𝑃
 (1) 

 

where H is the local mean curvature of cell surface; h is cortical thickness, which is around 0.5 to 

1 µm. The inverse of local mean curvature,𝐻−1, is the local radius of curvature, the integration of 

which over the cell apical surface will give the overall cell volume. This force balance condition 

is of the form of the classic Young-Laplace equation, which was discussed in our pervious 

theoretical work (Tao, et. al. 2015). If the cell is not subjected to any external mechanical forces, 

nor to sudden osmotic shocks, the cell membrane tension, T, remains very small when compared 

to 𝜎𝑎ℎ and, therefore, can be neglected. The active myosin contraction, 𝜎𝑎, depends on the 

concentration of phosphorylated myosin, which is reported by the light intensity of phosphorylated 

myosin light chain (pMLC) from the quantitative immunofluorescence experiments described in 

the main text. We quantified the total pMLC level in the cell, which includes the contribution from 

apical tension   𝜎𝑎ℎ (Fig. 3, main text). In addition, from the confocal experiments, image intensity 

at different z-planes was used to report variation of  𝜎𝑎ℎ across the apical surface. The observed 

cell adhesion size and shape is utilized as one of the two boundary conditions used to solve for the 

cell shape in Eq. (1). The force balance condition also implies cell shape and volume can be 

predicted if we know the myosin activity, pressure difference across the membrane, and the 

substrate adhesion size and shape. Details on how to calculate 𝐻−1 are included in Perez et al 

(2018). 

 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Cell volume is heterogeneous and depends on substrate stiffness 

To quantify cell volume in different physical and biochemical environments, we use the 

fluorescence exclusion method to simultaneously measure single-cell volume, adhesion area, and 

cell shape for three different fibroblastic cell types (Figure 2.1a). We compare common mouse 

fibroblasts (3T3) with human-isolated fibroblasts (NuFF) and mouse-isolated mesenchymal stem 

cells (MSC). 3T3 fibroblasts are from the standard NIH line. NuFFs are neonatal foreskin fibro- 

blasts obtained from Global Stem (Rockville, MD) at passage 9 and used up to passage 28. MSCs 

were isolated from bone marrow of 6 week–old mice.  
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Figure 2.1. Cell volume measurement by Fluorescence Exclusion method. (a) Diagram of microfluidic device used 

to perform volume measurements at the single cell level. The channel height is 15 m. (b) Sample images of 3T3s, 

NuFFs and MSCs area included showing the DIC channel in the left and the associated fluorescent channel on the 

right. Scale bar is 10 m. 

 

Volume measurements were performed for cells at low density and on substrates of 3-kPa PDMS, 

12.6-kPa PDMS, and glass (gigapascals). We also tried 0.4-kPa PDMS substrates, but found them 

to be too soft to form stable microfluidic channels for volume measurement. In addition, we 

measured cell volume during cell cycle arrest achieved through serum starvation or treatment with 

aphidicolin on glass substrates. The resultant cell volume measurements displayed in Figure 2.2a 

and Figure 2.3a, show several striking features. Individual cell volume in each condition always 

shows significant heterogeneity, with a high proportion of smaller cells (Figure 2.2). This is in 

accord with previous results using a different method of measurement (Tzur et al., 2009). This 

heterogeneity is partly explained by the fact that cells are in different stages of the cell cycle, and 

cells divide symmetrically, producing two daughter cells, so that there are more young cells than 

old cells. The shape of the volume distributions can be roughly explained theoretically from cell 

aging dynamics (Stukalin et al., 2013). The average cell volume varies significantly across cell 

types, the largest line tested being the MSCs. The average cell volume also depends on the 
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substrate stiffness. In particular, the 12.6-kPa substrate always shows a significant deviation, 

indicating unusual behavior at intermediate stiffness. For 3T3s and MSCs, the average cell volume 

at 12.6 kPa is 32 and 50% higher than on 3 kPa and glass, respectively. For NuFFs, it is 40 and 

15% less than on glass and 3 kPa, respectively (Figure 2.3). The sharp variation around 

intermediate stiffness is surprising, but parallels previous work that showed a similar change in 

cell adhesion shape (Rehfeldt et al., 2012) and traction force (Han et al., 2012) at intermediate 

stiffness.  

 

Figure 2.2. Cell volume is heterogeneous and depends on substrate stiffness. (a) Histograms of cell volume on 3 

kPa, 12.6 kPa and glass substrate are shown for 3T3, MSCs and NuFFs. The wide range for the volume values shows 

intrinsic variation within the population as well as volume changes due to the cell cycle. Distribution is skewed to the 

left, evidencing that there are more young cells than older cells. 

The overall trend of these results is in agreement with results previously published (Wang et al., 

2018) on the MCF7 cell line, and is somewhat different from confocal microscopy results for cells 

on polyacrylamide gels (Guo et al., 2017), presumably due to the difference in substrate material 

and coating) Cell cycle arrest using serum starvation and aphidicolin produced significant changes 

in average cell volume as well (Figure 2.3a). Cells after serum starvation can be smaller, while 

aphidicolin-treated cells can be significantly larger. Aphidicolin inhibits DNA polymerase and 
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arrests cells in late G1 and early S (Krokan et al., 1981). From DNA staining measurements, we 

observe that these cells all have a single copy of DNA (unpublished data), suggesting that they 

have stopped copying their DNA (Supplemental Figure S8, a–c), but perhaps continue to 

accumulate cell mass.  

 

Figure 2.3. Cell volume depends on substrate stiffness and cell cycle distribution. (a) Average cell volume for 3 

kPa, 12.6 kPa, glass (GPa), serum starvation and aphidicolin treatment for 3T3s, MSCs and NuFFs. At 12.6 kPa, 3T3s 

and MSCs are larger while NuFFs are smaller. Serum starvation generally decreases cell volume while aphidicolin 

treatment generally increases cell volume. The average cell adhesion area and adhesion shape are also shown. The 

shape factor has been defined as S = 4π(𝐴𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)/ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟2. Distributions of adhesion areas and shapes 

are shown in Supplemental Figure S2. Statistical significance: p: *** p<10−6; ** p<0.001; * p<0.01; n.s. p>0.05. 

Number of cells: for 3T3s: N=66 on 3kPa, N=110 on 12.6 kPa and N=364 on collagen-coated glass; for MSCs: N = 

142 on 3 kPa, N=120 on 12.6 kPa, and N=378 on collagen-coated glass; for NuFFs: N=103 on 3 kPa, N=140 on 12.6 

kPa, and N = 160 on collagen-coated glass.) 
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Cell two-dimensional (2D) adhesion area is often used as a proxy for cell volume. Because 

we simultaneously measure cell area, cell shape, and cell volume, we can examine the correlation 

between cell area and volume. Indeed, under all conditions, the cell area is positively correlated 

with the cell volume (Figure 2.4a); however, the slope of the area–volume correlation varies 

among different conditions. Moreover, the area–volume correlation depends on the 2D adhesion 

shape factor, defined as S =4𝜋 𝐴𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟2⁄ . 

 

Figure 2.4. Cell volume in relation to cell adhesion and cell shape. (a) Cell volume is shown versus cell adhesion 

area for 3T3s, MSCs, and NuFFs on different substrates. Each point represents a cell, with the additional information 

of shape factor, S. Area is well correlated with volume, but data are heterogeneous. Moreover, the slope of the 

correlation depends on substrate stiffness. For the same area, more circular cells have a larger volume. 
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 Cells with circular adhesions (S ∼ 1) are consistently larger in volume for a given area 

(Figure 2.4a and Figure 2.5b), although there is significant noise. While cells with small adhesion 

areas do tend to have smaller volumes, adhesion area does not uniquely determine cell volume. 

For example, NuFFs generally have a larger spread area than 3T3s, but they have similar volumes. 

Supplemental Figure S2 also shows additional data for serum starvation and aphidicolin 

conditions, dis- playing volume distributions as well as cell area versus volume, and cell area 

distributions for all conditions.  

 

Figure 2.5. Theoretical dependency of volume on other factors. (a) Cartoon depicting an adherent cell. The volume 

is defined by the apical surface (which is determined numerically establishing force balance at the cortex). (b) Model 

predictions of cell volume with increasing adhesion area and total active myosin contraction. This figure assumes 

circular adhesion areas for the predicted volume. (c) Volume versus area for two different adhesion shapes. (d) Shape 

dependency on elliptical pattern illustrating that for the same cortical contraction 𝜎𝑎, more circular looking cells are 

larger in size. This predicted behavior is consistent with data shown in (a).  

2.4.2 Cortical contractility and tension distribution can predict cell volume 

To further understand the connection between cell area and volume, we turn to a theoretical model 

of cell volume based on cell cortical-tension balance. When cells adhere to a flat substrate (Figure 

2.5a), the cell volume is defined by the geometric shape of the apical cell surface. The cortex of 

mammalian cells consists of an actomyosin network that dynamically adjusts to the hydrostatic 

pressure difference between the inside and outside of the cell (Tao and Sun, 2015; Tao et al., 2017). 
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The hydrostatic pressure difference, ΔP, arises from the slight osmotic imbalance between the 

cytoplasm and the extracellular medium. The pressure difference is balanced by the fluidized 

actomyosin cortex (Tao and Sun, 2015; Tao et al., 2017),  

∆𝑃 = 2(𝜎𝑎ℎ + 𝑇)𝐻 

Where (𝜎𝑎) is the mechanical stress in the cortex, representing mostly myosin activity; h is the 

cortical thickness; T is the mem- brane tension; and H is the mean curvature of the cell surface. 

For a given pressure difference, cells can actively adjust cortical tension by activating different 

amounts of myosin contraction through the Rho signaling pathway (Krokan et al., 1981; Zhao et 

al., 2007; He et al., 2018). In most situations, T ≪ 𝜎𝑎ℎ, and the relationship is simplified to  

𝐻−1 =  
2𝜎𝑎ℎ

𝑃
                                                                   (1) 

Where  

 
2𝜎𝑎ℎ

𝑃
           

has dimensions of length. H is a geometric property of the cell and is related to the apical cell 

shape R(θ) (Figure 2.5a and Supplemental Figure S3). Equation 1 is consistent with single cell 

measurements of cortical myosin distribution in Elliott et al. (2015). If the cell adhesion size, 

shape, and λ are known, then the volume of the cell can be computed (Perez et al, 2018 and 

Supplemental Figure S3). Theoretical results predict that for the same level of λ, the volume is a 

monotonically increasing function of the adhesion area (Figure 2.5, b and c). Moreover, for the 

same adhesion area, increasing λ also increases cell volume. The slope of the area–volume curve 

also depends on S: for the same λ, an elongated cell has a smaller volume (Figure 2.5, c and d). 

The data show that rounder cells (S > 0.5) are indeed larger than more elongated cells (S < 0.5) for 

the same adhesion area (Figure 2.4a). The model can be implemented for arbitrary adhesion 

shapes, and the computed three-dimensional (3D) cell shapes can be compared with reconstructed 

3D shapes of cells obtained from confocal z-stack images (Figure 2.6).  
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Figure 2.6. Three dimensional reconstructions: Theory versus data. (a) Model prediction (red) are compared 

with representative 3D reconstructions from confocal z-stacks (blue), for the same adhesion shape.  

 

 

Figure 2.7. Spatial distribution of pMLC changes cell to cell. (a) Sample immunofluorescent image of pMLC of 

3T3s, NuFFs and MSCs. These images are postprocessed for quantification of total pMLC. Confocal Z-stacks were 

also used to measure relative amount of pMLC at each z level. (b) In stiffer substrate and thinner cells, there is a higher 

concentration of pMLC near the basal surface. For rounder cells, the apical pMLC distribution is more equally 

distributed. Cartoons depict on the left how sigma can have different concentrations through the z axis.  
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In live cells, we expect cortical tension and λ to vary spatially across the cell cortex, as 

seen, for example, in Elliott et al. (2015). The spatial distribution of λ impacts the cell volume. 

From our mathematical model, if λ is concentrated near the basal surface of the cell, then the cell 

volume is smaller (Supplemental Figure S3). If λ is uniformly distributed in the apical cell surface, 

then the volume is larger (Supplemental Figure S3).  

 

Figure 2.8. Spatial distribution of pMLC from quantitative immunofluorescence. (a) Top row shows average 

total pMLC (quantified as the total fluorescent signal inside the cell area in epifluorescent images) per condition. 

Bottom row shows the relative ratio of apical versus basal pMLC (pMLCapical / pMLCbasal) as measured from confocal 

zstacks. Average values change for stiffness as well as cell types. (b) Spatial distribution of pMLC throughout the z 

axis is presented as an average for each condition and cell type. As a general rule, the concentration of pMLC tends 

to be higher at the bottom of the cell though it can be notices how when substrates are soft, the ratio between apical 

and basal pMLC decreases. Notice the dashed line represents the cut from apical to basal region (this is defined as 1 

µm above the region with stress fibers). 
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To obtain insights from data, we used immunofluorescence and imaged the distribution of 

phosphorylated myosin light chain (pMLC) using confocal z-stacks. The level of pMLC is a 

measure of active myosin assemblies in the cell and is a direct measure of 𝜎𝑎. We also expect 

pMLC to reflect the level of λ, since ΔP is likely to be spatially uniform and is governed by cell 

osmotic control. Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 show the measured vertical distribution of pMLC from 

confocal measurements for all stiffness conditions. 

 On the average, pMLC is more concentrated near the basal surface on stiffer substrates, 

and more uniformly distributed across the apical cell surface on softer substrates (Figure 2.8, a and 

b), in accordance with previous measurements (Han et al., 2012). This trend is reflected by the 

apical versus basal pMLC ratio, pMLCapical /pMLCbasal, where pMLCapical is defined as mean 

intensity above the dotted line in Figure 2.8b and pMLCbasal is defined as the mean intensity 

below the dotted line (Figure 2.8b). The dotted line separates the basal layer of the cell from the 

apical region and is defined as the z-position 1 μm above the z-position that displays basal stress 

fibers. Cells distribute pMLC differently on different substrates, mostly due to integrin 

engagement and focal adhesion formation (Geiger et al., 2009). It is known that integrins and focal 

adhesions nucleate actomyosin bundles in stress fibers (Tojkander et al., 2012).  

Our mechanical model predicts that the cell volume generally increases with increasing 

pMLCapical /pMLCbasal (Figure 2.9a). This is because greater pMLCapical corresponds to a 

more hemispherical cell with a greater mean height. Indeed, we can fully explain all average cell 

volume data under all conditions across three different cell types by measuring the total level of 

pMLC (measured from epifluorescence) and the pMLC distribution (reported by the apical-to-

basal ratio) (Figure 2.9a). To connect measured pMLC intensities with λ, a single fitting parameter 

is used for each cell type (Supplemental Material and Figure 2.9b). Moreover, treating cells with 

the ROCK inhibitor Y27632 decreases the overall pMLC level observed in all three cell types, and 

we observe a corresponding de- crease in cell volume (Supplemental Figure S5). For cells with the 

same adhesion area, cells exposed to Y27632 showed consistently smaller cell volumes. Therefore, 

cortical tension and tension distribution can predict cell volume, based on the cortical force–

balance condition. 
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Figure 2.9. Theoretical predictions versus measured data. (a) Estimated volume considering a range of values for 

the total pMLC and its distribution. The values considered where those to fit the experimental range. In each one of 

our cell types the volume has been scaled to the volume measured in glass, and a single fitting parameter has been 

used to relate total pMLC with integrated 𝜆 = ∫ (𝜎𝑎ℎ Δ𝑃⁄ ) 𝑑𝐴. (b) Each one of the predictions for volume are 

explicitly compared. 

 

2.4.3 Cell tension, growth, and connections to the Hippo signaling pathway 

We have shown that cell cortical tension and the spatial distribution of pMLC can explain observed 

cell volumes on different substrates. However, it is not clear how the cell regulates growth and 

volume increase over the cell cycle and determine the cell volume at division. One possibility is 

that as cortical tension adjusts to increasing cell mass, the mechanical cue from increasing cortical 

tension can be a signal for regulating cell growth and division. YAP and its paralogue TAZ are 

downstream effectors of the Hippo pathway and have been shown to respond to the stiffness of the 
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substrate (Dupont et al., 2011). To examine the relationship between cell tension as measured by 

pMLC and YAP/TAZ, we performed quantitative immunofluorescence measurements, stained 

YAP/TAZ, pMLC, and DNA for all three cell types under all conditions, and quantified single-

cell YAP/TAZ and pMLC levels using widefield epifluorescence (Figure 2.10). The antibody used 

stained for both YAP and TAZ, and therefore, from here on, YAP refers to both YAP and TAZ. 

Qualitatively, NuFFs and 3T3s show predominantly nuclear localization of YAP (Supplemental 

Figure S6g) under all conditions; however, the total amount of nuclear YAP, denoted as ΣYAPn, 

did show a significant correlation with the average cell volume under all conditions (Figure 2.10b). 

The mean cytoplasmic YAP intensity was not observed to vary significantly between conditions, 

though there was consider- able cell–cell heterogeneity. For this reason, we did not find the YAP 

nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio to be a useful measure of activity in these cell lines. Note that the cell 

volume as a function of the substrate stiffness shows opposing trends in NuFFs and 3T3s. Cells 

have highest volume on 12.6 kPa for 3T3s, but lowest volume on 12.6 kPa for NuFFs. 

Nevertheless, for both cell types, higher cell volume corresponds to higher levels of nuclear YAP. 

Both cell types show the highest cell volume and the highest level of nuclear YAP with aphidicolin 

treatment (Supplemental Figure S8, g–i).  

Moreover, the total level of pMLC is correlated with total nu- clear YAP, both at the 

individual cell level (Figure 2.10, a and b) and at the population average level across all conditions 

(Figure 2.10b). Here, 3T3s show a continuous rise in nuclear YAP level with in- creasing pMLC, 

but the nuclear YAP level saturates in NuFFs with increasing pMLC, suggesting that other factors 

may be at play in controlling nuclear YAP in NuFFs that are absent in the standard 3T3s.  
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Figure 2.10. Cell Volume is correlated with nuclear YAP/TAZ level in 3T3s and NuFFs. (a) Immunofluorescence 

widefield images with YAP in green and DNA in blue. The DNA channel is used to mask the nuclear region. The 

total nuclear YAP (ΣYAPN) is obtained from epifluorescence images for different stiffnesses. (b) The total average 

nuclear YAP is plotted vs. the average measured cell volume, average total pMLC level, and apical and basal pMLC 

levels. The individual cell data are also plotted in panels below and color-coded by the nuclear YAP 
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intensity/cytoplasmic YAP intensity ratio. At both the single-cell and ensemble levels, higher nuclear YAP is 

correlated with higher total pMLC. Higher nuclear YAP is also correlated with larger cell volume and higher apical 

pMLC, even though NuFFs and 3T3s display opposing trends as functions of substrate stiffness. Nuclear YAP is not 

correlated with basal pMLC. For NuFFs, nuclear YAP seems to plateau at large ΣpMLC, suggesting that nuclear YAP 

level reaches a maximum even as pMLC level is increasing. This suggests that there is another signal limiting nuclear 

YAP levels in NuFFs. Note that in both 3T3s and NuFFs, the nuclear-to-cytoplasmic YAP concentration ratios are 

generally higher than 1. Visually, nearly all cells appear to have significant nuclear YAP. (Scale bar = 10 μm. All 

error bars represent standard error. Statistical significance: ***p < 10–6; *p < 0.01; n.s.: p > 0.05. Number of cells for 

epifluorescence imaging: for 3T3s: N = 80 on 0.4 kPa, N = 370 on 3 kPa, N = 200 on 12.6 kPa, and N = 1061 on 

collagen-coated glass; for NuFFs: N = 179 on 0.4 kPa, N = 341 on 3 kPa, N = 409 on 12.6 kPa, and N = 395 on 

collagen-coated glass.)  

From confocal images, it is possible to estimate the relative proportion of pMLC above the basal 

surface (apical surface) versus the pMLC in the basal surface of the cell (Figures 2.8, a and b, and 

2.10b). Because it is the apical surface of the cell that determines the cell volume, we compute the 

total apical pMLC by summing apical intensities from Figure 2.8b. We observe that the level of 

apical pMLC is correlated with nuclear YAP for all conditions, whereas basal pMLC is not 

correlated with nuclear YAP (Figures 2.10b and 2.12b). These results directly implicate apical 

pMLC, and not total pMLC, as a possible signal for nuclear translocation of YAP. We speculate 

that this could be because apical and basal pMLC (associated with adhesions) may be 

biochemically distinct to serve different signaling functions in the cell.  

2.4.4 MSCs show bifurcated cell tension dependence  

In fully differentiated cells, we observed that apical pMLC is correlated with the level of nuclear 

YAP. Under conditions where cell volume is higher, the average nuclear YAP level is also higher. 

When we examine the same type of data for MSCs, these relationships no longer hold (Figure 2.11 

and Figure 2.12). While on the average the cell volume is correlated with nuclear YAP, nuclear 

YAP is no longer positively correlated with pMLC or apical pMLC. When we examine single-cell 

data, we discover that depending on the stiffness of the substrate, the correlation between total 

nuclear YAP and pMLC bifurcates, showing two distinct branches. As substrate stiffness 

increases, there appear to be more cells in the lower branch with lower nuclear YAP. The upper 

branch generally contains cells with lower nuclear-to-cytoplasmic YAP–intensity (N/C) ratio and 

higher overall YAP expression. The lower branch contains cells with higher N/C ratio, but lower 
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overall YAP as well as lower nuclear YAP (Figure 2.11, b and c; Figure 2.12a). The relative 

proportion of cells in the upper branch decreases with increasing stiffness, which is consistent with 

the results of Dupont et al. (2011). Interestingly, only a single branch is observed in the cell area 

versus volume correlation (Figure 2.4a). We hypothesize that the two branches in the nuclear 

YAP/pMLC correlation represent two phenotypes of MSCs, although more than 99% of our MSC 

population stained positively for both stem markers: CD90 and CD105 (Supplemental Figure S7). 

Clearly, these cells are not distinguishable through the use of these common differentiation 

markers. Stem cells might be sensitive to their neighboring cell identity (Smith et al., 2015) and 

cell density; it is possible that cell phenotype is influenced by the local environment. 

Figure 2.11. MSCs show bifurcated behavior in YAP nuclear localization and pMLC level. (a) Percentage of 

MSCs showing nuclear YAP localization. With increasing stiffness, more cells contain nuclear YAP, in agreement 

with Dupont et al. (2011). (b) The measured total amount of nuclear YAP, ΣYAPN, decreases with increasing 

stiffness. (c) Closer examination of single-cell nuclear YAP and pMLC data shows bifurcated behavior on different 

substrates. On stiffer substrates there are two branches. The upper branch has high overall YAP expression, but low 

nuclear-to-cytoplasmic (N/C) YAP intensity ratio. The lower branch has lower overall YAP expression, but high N/C. 

The proportion of the upper branch cells decreases with increasing stiffness. Thus, on softer substrates, it appears that 

most cells have a lower N/C YAP ratio. On stiffer substrates, there are more cells with high nuclear N/C YAP ratio. 

(All error bars represent standard error. Statistical significance: ***p < 10–6; **p < 0.001; *p < 0.01; n.s.: p > 0.05. 

Number of cells: N = 377 on 0.4 kPa, N = 221 on 3 kPa, N = 360 on 12.6 kPa, and N = 469 on collagen- coated glass.)  
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To check whether cell tension and YAP relationships still hold for the observed branches, we 

examined the nuclear YAP and pMLC correlations for the separate branches, while assuming that 

their average cell volumes are similar. We included only cells that are distinct in either branch, 

and exclude cells that have low nuclear YAP and low pMLC near the origin. The upper/lower 

branch is de- fined by cells with ΣYAPn higher/lower than the plateau drawn in Figure 2.11b, c. 

We find that for individual branches, the correlations between ΣYAPn, cell volume, and apical 

pMLC are again preserved (Figure 2.12b).  

Figure 2.12. MSCs bifurcation can be split. (a) Representative images of MSCs with nuclear YAP localization and 

cytoplasmic YAP localization. (b) When the total nuclear YAP is plotted vs. volume, pMLC, and apical pMLC, the 

positive correlation between nuclear YAP and these variables is recovered, similarly to 3T3s and NuFFs. These two 

branches correspond to the split made in figure 11. Cells in these separate branches are both positive for MSC markers 

CD90 and CD105 (Supplemental Figure S7). These results suggest that these are two branches that may not be 

distinguished by typical MSC differentiation markers. (All error bars represent standard error. Statistical significance: 

***p < 10–6; **p < 0.001; *p < 0.01; n.s.: p > 0.05.  

If YAP plays a role in cell cycle and growth regulation, then the level of myosin can potentially 

influence YAP phosphorylation and allow the cell to sense its own size. Indeed, our data are 

suggestive of a size checkpoint between G1 and S that is determined by cell tension. Figure 2.13 

and Figure 2.14 show the same nuclear YAP and pMLC correlation, but now labeled by cell DNA 

content. Nuclear YAP level rises with increasing pMLC at different rates on different-stiffness 

substrates, but the maximal YAPn is reached at the same level of pMLC (Figure 2.13 and Figure 

2.14). However, there is diversity in this behavior. For 3T3s, nu- clear YAP seems to continue to 
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increase in S/G2 together with pMLC and the rate of YAPn increase depends on the substrate. In 

NuFFs, YAPn still increases with pMLC in G1 and stops rising at the same level of pMLC, but 

there are some cells in G1 with high pMLC at the level of the YAPn plateau. The plateau value 

varies with substrate stiffness. The G1 cells with high pMLC are likely very high in volume. For 

MSCs in the lower branch, the behavior is similar to that of NuFFs, showing a stiffness-dependent 

YAPn plateau. MSCs in the upper branch are entirely different. They have high YAP expression, 

but no obvious checkpoint based on tension between G1 and S or distinguishing YAP levels 

between G1 and S. Recent work on confluent epithelial cells also suggests that cell tension 

influences the cell cycle (Uroz et al., 2018), consistent with the tension checkpoint idea presented 

here.  

Figure 2.13. Nuclear YAP and pMLC relation suggests a late G1 checkpoint based on cell tension. (a) Two 

stiffness conditions with the greatest difference in average cell volume are selected for 3T3s, MSCs, and NuFFs. The 

DNA histogram (left) is shown together with the total nuclear YAP vs. the total cell pMLC level (right). Cells are 

colored by their DNA content, with G1 cells identified as cells with DNA content below the dashed line in the DNA 

histogram (1.25 in the scaled DNA level). Cells beyond G1 have higher levels of nuclear YAP and pMLC. The rate 

of nuclear YAP and pMLC increase, however, varies with condition and cell type.  
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Figure 2.14. Similar levels of pMLC at the single cell level fit G1 tension checkpoint theory.  (b). When cells in 

G1 under different conditions are compared, we observe that nuclear YAP rises with pMLC in G1 until a critical 

pMLC level is reached, suggesting a checkpoint based on cell tension. For 3T3s, cells proceed to S after the critical 

level of pMLC and nuclear YAP continues to rise with pMLC. For NuFFs and the MSC lower-branch populations, 

cells in G1 can continue to increase in pMLC and cell size, but the nuclear YAP level plateaus after the critical level 

of pMLC. (c) G1–S transition checkpoint based on cell tension. Nuclear YAP increases with increasing pMLC until 

a common critical tension level is reached, at which the cell transitions from G1 to S. If cells continue to grow in G1, 

nuclear YAP does not increase after the critical tension, but plateaus. These cells are presumably arrested in G1. 

2.5 Discussion 

Cell volume is a fundamental property of living cells, and understanding how cells control their 

growth and volume has implications for development and wound healing as well as a variety of 

diseases. By performing quantitative immunofluorescence and single-cell volume measurements, 

we discovered that cell volume depends on cell adhesion area and substrate stiffness. This 

dependence may be explained by how cells balance forces at the cell surfaces. At an upstream 

level, cells can sense mechanical force changes in the cell membrane through tension-sensitive ion 

channels and the Rho pathway. When the cytoplasmic pressure, ΔP, increases (e.g., from import 

of organic molecules and ions to make more proteins), the cell also increases water content and 
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increasingly activates RhoA and myosin contraction as more proteins are synthesized through the 

cell cycle. As a result of this regulatory system, as the cell grows, more active myosin is developed 

in the cortex. The spatial distribution of myosin depends on additional factors such as integrin 

engagement and substrate stiffness, but the overall active myosin content must increase with 

increasing cell size. We find that the level of apical myosin, or myosin not engaged with integrin 

adhesions and stress fibers, is directly related to the nuclear YAP level, which also explains why 

β-integrin influences YAP nuclear localization (Elosegui- Artola et al., 2016).  

In addition to the proposed mechanism of a tension-based cell cycle checkpoint, we find 

that cell volume under different conditions can be explained quantitatively from a theoretical 

model of 3D cell shape. We also discover that synchronization using serum starvation and 

aphidicolin have opposite effects on cell volume. The heterogeneous distribution of cell volume 

can be understood by considering the distribution of cells through the cell cycle. The cell cycle 

distribution is not uniform, but concentrated near younger cells. Because expression levels of many 

proteins depend on the cell cycle, this result suggests that cell cycle–averaged expression-level 

changes would depend heavily on the relative duration of each cell cycle phase (Wang et al., 2018). 

Any perturbations that influence the cell cycle would indirectly influence the expression of many 

types of proteins. The YAP and the Hippo pathways have been proposed to influence the cell cycle 

(Shen and Stanger, 2015). Quantitative single-cell measurement would reveal how mechanical 

tension and the Hippo pathway can regulate cell growth and proliferation in a variety of conditions.  
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Chapter 3: YAP/TAZ as a novel regulator of cell volume 
 

The relationship we established in chapter 2 between stiffness and cell volume determination 

highlights the underlying physical principles that dominate morphological features of the cell. 

Indeed, it is the balance of forces in all levels within the cell that determine its shape. In the last 

part of chapter 2, we explored the relationship between our tension reporter pMLC, volume and 

the mechanotransducer YAP/TAZ and discovered that in all conditions, YAP/TAZ was well 

correlated with cell volume. To break the correlation, we took a step further and sought to 

determine if YAP/TAZ expression does determine cell volume and how, which is the core of this 

chapter. 

     

3.1 Introduction 

 

The question of cell size is at the core of how organisms coordinate cell growth and proliferation. 

The importance of cell volume is not limited to growth, development and tissue homeostasis, its 

dysregulation has been broadly used as a biophysical marker for disease (Kozma and Thomas, 

2002; Dannhauser et al, 2017). At a basic level, with an increase in cell size, the surface to volume 

ratio shrinks, potentially altering the ratio of membrane-bound components to cytoplasmic 

components, thus fundamentally changing both inter and intra-cellular signaling dynamics. 

 

Recently substantial progress has been made towards understanding cell volume regulation 

largely enabled by the development of more quantitative single cell tools to directly measure single 

cell volume in normal culture (Sakaue-Sawano, 2008; Varsano, 2017; Cadart et al, 2018). To study 

cell volume in a high throughput manner, we use the fluorescence exclusion method developed by 

Bottier et al. and others (Cadart et al, 2017; Bottier et al, 2011; Perez Gonzalez, Rochman, Tao et 

al, 2018), as it is already been used to reveal that mitotic cells swell before cytokinesis (Zlotek-

Zlotkiewict et al, 2015) and that some types of cells reveal a near-adder type of behavior regarding 

cell volume homeostasis (Cadart et al, 2018).  
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In previous work, we demonstrated a relationship between cell volume, cell apical cortical 

tension as measured by phosphorylated myosin light chain (pMLC), and YAP/TAZ activity (Perez 

Gonzalez, Rochman, Tao et al, 2018). We reported mean YAP/TAZ activity is a good predictor of 

mean cell volume across different cell lines and substrates. Here, we demonstrate using single cell 

volume measurements that YAP/TAZ plays an important role in cell volume regulation. The 

relationship between the Hippo pathway and morphological changes in the cell has already been 

hinted at in the literature, largely relying on flow cytometry and visual inspection (Pouffle et al, 

2018). In this work, we measure cell volume of human embryonic kidney cells across a group of 

CRISPR knockout cell lines from the Hippo pathway and demonstrate that the role of YAP/TAZ 

in cell volume regulation must not be limited to its influence on total cell cycle duration and cell 

shape nor through its connection with mTOR. We implicate YAP/TAZ in the regulation of cell 

division volume and motivate the possibility that the Hippo pathway may be involved in 

modulating cell tension, and thus cell volume, throughout G1/S cell cycle checkpoint. 

 
3.2 Experimental Procedures 

3.2.1 Cell Culture 

HEK 293A were a gift from Kun-Liang Guan (UCSD, San Diego, California), CRISPR KOs on 

the Hippo pathway were provided by Dr. Guan. LATS1/2 was generated as detailed on Meng et 

al. (2015) whereas the YAP KO, TAZ KO and YAP/TAZ dKO was generated as detailed Plouffe 

et al. (2018). The cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's media (Corning) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma) and 1% antibiotics solution [penicillin 

(10,000 units/mL) + streptomycin (10,000 µg/mL); Gibco] at 37 oC and 5% CO2.  

3.2.2 Cell Size Measurements 

Cells were sized and counted with a Coulter Counter (Multisizer 3, Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, 

CA) using an orifice size of 50 μm and a lower size measurement limit of 1 μm. In addition to the 

Coulter Counter measurements, cells were alternatively used by flow cytometry with the following 

protocol:  First, cells were resuspended in dmem+10%FBS+1%P/S. The sample was centrifuged 

at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was removed, and the cells were resuspended in 5 mL 

of PBS into the tube. After this, the cells were counted the cells using a hemocytometer. We 
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centrifuged 1 mL with 500,000 cells at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes. We proceeded to remove the 

supernatant and resuspended cells into 500 μL of ice-cold PBS. Afterwards, we added 4.5 mL of 

ice-cold 70% ethanol in 0.5 mL increments and vortexed in every iteration. This was followed by 

placing the cells in ice or freezer overnight. After this, we centrifuged again at 1500 rpm for 5 

minutes to later remove the supernatant and resuspend cells in 1 mL PBS. To have nuclear signal 

we pipetted 10 μL of Stock Hoechst 33342 (final Hoechst concentration should be 100 μg/mL) 

and incubated cells for 60 minutes. Finally, we transferred the mix into a test tube with a Corning 

Falcon Test Tube with Cell Strainer Snap Cap (i.e. filter) and measured the fluorescence intensity 

using a SH800S Cell Sorter. 

 

3.2.3 Cell Size Microfluidic device fabrication 

The microfluidic device fabrication for the device used in this work is the same as described in 

section 2.2.2. 

 

3.2.4 Cell Volume Measurements 

Micro-fluidic chambers were exposed to 30s oxygen plasma before being incubated with 50 

µg/mL of type I rat-tail collagen (Corning; 354236) for 1 hr at 37 oC. The chambers were washed 

with 1X PBS before approximately 50,000 cells were injected into them. The dishes were then 

immersed in media to prevent evaporation. There is one important difference with the protocol in 

this work compared to that described in section 2.2.4. Here, cells were seeded with 0.1 µg/mL of 

Alexa Fluor 488 Dextran (MW 2000 kD; ThermoFisher) which is a heavier dye that was used to 

slow down endocytosis in long term experiments. Then cells were allowed to adhere in the 

incubator at 37 oC with 5% CO2 and 90% relative humidity and then imaged within 12 hours. The 

cells were imaged using a Zeiss Axio Observer inverted, wide-field microscope using a 20x air, 

0.8 numerical aperture (NA) objective equipped with an Axiocam 560 mono charged-coupled 

device (CCD) camera. The microscope was equipped with a CO2 Module S (Zeiss) and 

TempModule S (Zeiss) stage-top incubator (Pecon) that was set to 37 oC with 5% CO2 for long-

time imaging. Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy was used to accurately capture 

the cell area and shape and Epifluorescent microscopy was used to measure volume. Individual 
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cells were traced using the same algorithm as in chapter 2 (section 2.2.4). Every experiment on 

cell volume was repeated at least three times with three technical repeats corresponding to the 

three individual channels in the microdevice. This was done in order to get a normal distribution 

for each complete dataset.  

 

3.2.5 Immunofluorescence 

Immunofluorescence was carried out as described as in (Aifuwa et al, 2015) at single cell density 

(12,000 cells/cm2 for all HEK 293A cell lines) for 6 hrs and then fixed. The immunostaining 

protocol is the same as described in section 2.2.5. Antibodies used included: YAP 63.7 (1:100; ms; 

SC/101199), Phospho-Myosin Light Chain 2 Thr18/Ser19 (1:100; rb; Cell Signaling Technology 

#3674), pS6 (1:1000, rb, Cell Signaling Technology #5364). DNA was stained as in section 2.2.5 

using 20 ug/mL of Hoechst 33342. In addition, in combination with the Hoechst 33342, we used 

a succinimidyl ester dye (SE-A647), which reacts with lysil groups reported by Kafri et al. (2013).  

 

Wide-field microscopy using the set-up described above was used to measure the total 

pMLC, YAP/TAZ, ki67, pS6, DNA content, and total protein content of the cells. To obtain 

spatial information about pMLC we used a Zeiss LSM 800 confocal microscope equipped with a 

63X oil-immersion, 1.2 (NA) objective. A 567nm laser was used to image the stained cells. 

Images were acquired with a resolution of 1024 x 1024, which gives a field of view of 10485.76 

µm2. We imaged the cells with confocal image stocks of total thickness of 20 µm to cover the 

entire height of the cells. Confocal image slices were spaced 2 µm apart and the pinhole size was 

1 µm. Each fluorescent image was analyzed with the same procedure as described in chapter 2 

(section 2.2.5). For confocal z stacks, the basal layer of the cell is identified when clear stress 

fibers are seen (as example shown in Fig. S14b). Fig. S14c shows pMLC are mainly cortical, 

except for basal layer, where some stress fibers can be seen. Therefore, the pMLC within the cell 

cytoplasm is very minimal compared to cortical pMLC.  

 

Every experiment was repeated two times with two technical repeats on every experiment. 

In addition, each technical repeat consisted of at least 100 single cell measurements. The sample 

size for qIF aimed for at least 200 single cells. This dataset size was targeted in order to get a 
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normal distribution for each complete dataset. Finally, no single cells were excluded during the 

analysis of these datasets. The only cells excluded we those forming clusters. 

 

3.2.6 Cell Protein Synthesis Measurement 

SUnSET method (Schmidt et al, 2009) was applied as a measurement of single cell protein 

synthesis rate. The HEKs were seeded 20,000 cells/ mL in a 24-well plate for 4 hours in the 

incubator with DMEM (10% FBS, 1% PS) media, and then treated with 10 μg/mL puromycin 

(P8833, Sigma Aldrich) diluted in dPBS for 10 minutes in the incubator. Cells were fixed using 

4% PFA right after puromycin treatment and stained according to immune-fluorescence protocol 

described above. Anti-puromycin antibody, clone 12D10 (MABE343 EMD, Millipore) was used 

in the ratio of 1:1000 in BSA as the primary antibody solution and Mouse Alexa Fluor 488 was 

used in the ratio of 1:1000 in dPBS as the secondary antibody solution. 

 

3.2.7 Western Blotting 

Cells were lysed in SDS sample buffer (50mM Tris pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 0.025% bromophenol blue, 

10% glycerol, 5% Beta mercaptoethanol), and boiled for 5min. Proteins were separated on 8% to 

10% Bis-Tris polyacrylamide gels. Immunoblots were performed as previously described (Meng 

et al., 2015). Antibodies for Lats1 (#9153) and Lats2 were purchased from Cell Signaling 

Technology Lats2 (5888). YAP 63.7 (sc-101199) was purchased from Santa Cruz (this antibody 

recognizes both YAP and TAZ). Vinculin (V9131 was purchased from BD Biosciences). 

 

3.2.8 Statistical Analysis 

To show significance we used a one-way non-parametric anova (we did not assume gaussian 

distributions given the shapes of the histograms). We performed the Kruskal-Wallis test. We also 

performed follow up tests comparing the mean rank of each column with the mean rank of a control 

column of HEK293A. We performed Dunn's multiple comparisons test and obtained the 

corresponding P-value. For comparison between two groups such as the birth volume and peak 

volume in figure 1N, we performed an unpaired non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. For 
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comparison between protein-expression experiments via qIF, we used a one-way ANOVA analysis 

with a Brown-Forsythe test. 

 

3.3 Results 

 

We used the fluorescence exclusion method to quantify single cell volume as previously described 

(Perez Gonzalez, Rochman, Tao et al, 2018). Briefly, we fabricated microchannels coated with 

collagen I (Fig. 3.1a). Single cells were seeded and allowed to adhere. After cell adhesion, medium 

was infused with fluorescent FITC-Dextran, which evenly labeled the cell surroundings but 

remained in the extracellular medium within 5 hours (Fig. 3.1b). The epifluorescence images 

obtained were then segmented (Fig. 3.1c), and the 3D cell volume was computed as depicted in 

Fig. 3.1d. and reconstructed (Fig. S10a-c) 

Figure 3.1 Cartoons depicting Fluorescence Exclusion method. (a) Side view of microdevice. In order to estimate the 

volume for single cells we manufacture long microchannels with an average height of 12µm (b) Fluorescence 

Exclusion requires addition of fluorescent dye. Cells are seeded in the device before adding the fluorescent dye (top). 

Once the cells are attached, we flow a combination of media and fluorescent dye. The dye is not permeable through 

the cell membrane being excluded from the cell interior (bottom). (c) Sample DIC and Fluorescent image for volume 

calculation. We use the DIC image (top) and the volume channel (bottom) to obtain an accurate segmentation of the 

cell boundary. Using the theoretical framework, we transform the epifluorescent image to estimate the volume. (d) 

Theoretical conversion of fluorescence into volume. Side view allows a clear representation of intensity conversion 

in the images to volumetric units. 

 

3.3.1 YAP/TAZ and the Hippo pathway Regulate Single Cell Volume 

Previous work reported positive correlations between the 2D cell adhesion area with cell 

YAP/TAZ expression (Plouffe et al, 2018), and the 3D cell volume with cell YAP/TAZ activity 

(defined as nuclear YAP/TAZ content) (Perez Gonzalez, Rochman, Tao et al, 2018). We sought 
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to further elucidate the relationship between the Hippo pathway and cell volume through the 

utilization of CRISPR knockouts for Hippo proteins (Fig. 3.2a). Previous studies have shown that 

in several organisms, the activation of the Hippo pathway is followed by the phosphorylation of 

YAP/TAZ, leading to inhibition of YAP/TAZ transport into the cell nucleus (Dupont et al, 2011) 

(Fig. 3.2a). In this pathway, LATS1/2 is responsible for YAP/TAZ phosphorylation and therefore 

its absence increases YAP/TAZ nuclear import and subsequent activity. Validations of these 

CRISPR knockouts were performed via quantitative immunofluorescence (qIF) (Fig. 3.2b) and 

Western Blots (Fig. 3.2c). We found that the average nuclear YAP/TAZ activity increases in the 

LATS1/2 double knockout (dKO) when compared to the parental HEK 293A, although there is 

some overlap between the populations. Similarly, in the TAZ KO and the YAP KO, there is a 

significant decrease in nuclear YAP/TAZ. Finally, qIF for the YAP/TAZ dKO showed low 

YAP/TAZ activity and low variability, suggesting this corresponds to non-specific binding and is 

an indication of the level of background noise in our measurement.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Hippo pathway and CRISPR knockouts. (a) Hippo Pathway cartoon. Depiction of key elements of the 

Hippo pathway. (b) nuclear YAP/TAZ activity by quantitative Immunofluorescence. Hippo pathway activity was 

assessed by qIF in the parental line and all CRISPR Knockouts (NYAPTAZ dKO=223, NYAP KO=156, NTAZ KO=287, NHEK 

293A=331, NLATS1/2 dKO=207). (c) Hippo pathway Knockout validation. Western Blots were performed to assess Hippo 

pathway activity in all CRISPR Knockouts. 

 

 

Across the four CRISPR generated cell lines and the parental HEK 293A, we found that the 

average amount of nuclear YAP/TAZ strongly correlated with the average cell volume (Fig. 3.3a, 

b), as seen before for cells growing substrates of varying stiffness (Perez Gonzalez, Rochman, Tao 

et al, 2018). Accordingly, when comparing volume distributions of all lines (Fig. 3.3a), we found 
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that YAP/TAZ activity correlates with increasing abundance of larger cells, e.g., LATS1/2 dKO 

has many large cells and YAP/TAZ dKO has mostly smaller cells. When comparing the average 

cell volume between populations, we observed an increase of 3.01 % in the LATS1/2 dKO. As 

YAP/TAZ expression decreased, we observed a volume decrease of 15.8% in the TAZ KO, 18.2% 

in the YAP KO and 27.2% in the YAP/TAZ dKO (Fig. 3.3b). Additionally, we assessed the cell 

spreading area, noticing that volume and area are positively correlated with each other, but in some 

cases a volume change could be observed in the absence of area change (Fig. S1d,e).  We also 

used two more common approaches to assess cell size: Coulter counter (Fig. 3.3d) (Burke et al, 

2012; Conlon et al 2001) and flow cytometry (Fig. 3.3c) (Plouffe et al, 2018).  Despite requiring 

the cells to be resuspended, changing their morphology, both the Coulter counter measurements 

(Fig. 3.3d) and flow cytometry measurements showed similar cell volume trend (Fig. 3.3c).  

 

Figure 3.3 Volume measurements across Hippo pathway knockouts (a) Volume measurements of Hippo Pathway 

Knockouts via FX method. Panel shows the distribution for each cell line (NYAPTAZ dKO=130, NYAP KO=118, NTAZ 

KO=162, NHEK 293A=135, NLATS1/2 dKO=185). (b) Volume averages from FX method. Hippo pathway volume averages 

from figure (a). (c) Volume measurement of Hippo pathway knockouts via Flow Cytometry. (d) Volume measurement 

of Hippo pathway knockouts via Coulter Counter. (NYAPTAZ dKO=5, NYAP KO=4, NTAZ KO=5, NHEK 293A=5, NLATS1/2 

dKO=5). 

 

In addition to the static cell volume, we examined how the cell volumetric growth rate as 

well as the volume at the beginning and end of the cell cycle varies with the presence of YAP/TAZ. 

We tracked single cell volume for five hours within the fabricated microchannels described above 
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(Fig. 3.4a) and obtained cell growth trajectories (Fig. 3.4b) for each of the five cell lines. A portion 

of cells undergoing mitosis were observed, for which we measured the volume immediately before 

and after division (referred to as division and birth volumes onwards). We found that both the cell 

birth volume and the volume at division increased with the presence of YAP/TAZ (Fig. 3.4c) 

explicitly confirming that the observed volumetric change corresponds to an intrinsic change in 

volume within the population.  

 

Figure 3.4 Birth and Volume at division are intrinsically changed with varying YAP/TAZ expression. (a) 

Volume as a function of time. Cells volume was monitored over time for 5 hours. (b) Volume trajectory. Sample 

trajectory is shown as a function of time for a single cell. (c) Daughter cell volume and volume before division. 

Averages are presented for the parental cell line and all Hippo pathway KOs. (d) Cartoon illustrating relationship 

between YAP/TAZ expression and volume. 

 

3.3.2 Single cell growth rate is proportional to cell size and follow a universal growth law 

 

To further understand single cell growth, we quantified added volume per unit time (volumetric 

growth rate) for many single cells. Fig. 3.5a shows the average cell growth trajectory in blue and 

the standard deviation as the gray area for each of the 5 cell lines. Fig. 3.5a also displays sample 

trajectories for each of the cell lines as an inset on the top right of each figure. The degree to which 

these cell lines display obvious mitotic swelling as previously reported in the literature (Zlotek-

Zlotkiewicz et al, 2015) varies with YAP/TAZ activity. The TAZ KO, parental cell line and 

LATS1/2 dKO display a sharp volume increase and decrease right before division. However, YAP 
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KO and YAP/TAZ dKO show reduced or unresolvable mitotic swelling at the time resolution used 

in this study.  

 
Figure 3.5 Sample and average volume trajectories per cell line. (a) Average trajectory. Average trajectory is 

shown in blue and the first standard deviation is shown by the gray area. Sample trajectories are displayed in an inset 

on the top right of every graph to qualitatively show their behavior 

To quantify growth trajectories and obtain the growth rate, we fitted an exponential growth 

law to each trajectory, obtaining dV/dt versus V for each cell (Fig. 3.6a-d). Additionally, we also 

fitted linear growth curves to the same data (Fig. S11a,b), since it has been noted that it is difficult 

to distinguish the exponential growth law from the linear growth law (Ginzberg et al, 2015) largely 

due to the small range of volumes observed within a single cell cycle (roughly a two-fold 

variation). Indeed, in the next section we discuss that the growth law is unlikely to have a 

measurable influence on the average cell volume; however, our results show that the volumetric 

growth rate is proportional to the cell volume across populations. When all growth trajectories for 

all cells are overlaid (Fig. 3.7a, b), it is apparent that all 5 cell lines follow a similar growth law, 

i.e., the growth rate dV/dt ∝V regardless of YAP/TAZ activity (and regardless of whether dV/dt 

for each cell was fitted assuming an exponential or linear dependence on V). The combination of 

multiple cell lines spanning a much larger range of volumes lends greater confidence to the 

observation that across populations there is a strong linear dependence of dV/dt on V, indicating 

an exponential volumetric growth rate with respect to cell volume. 
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Figure 3.6 Single cell growth rate is proportional to cell size. (a) Description of analysis of volume as a function 

of time. Two sample volume trajectories are shown, a small cell (bottom panel) and a big cell (top panel). (b) For each 

cell, we use three points in order to determine the constant for exponential growth. (c) Sample plot of single cell 

growth rate versus the volume of that cell. (d) Growth rate characterizing volume increase at single cell level. (NYAPTAZ 

dKO=130, NYAP KO=118, NTAZ KO=162, NHEK 293A=175, NLATS1/2 dKO=185). 

The data shows that the presence of YAP/TAZ seems to be regulating dV/dt with increasing 

YAP/TAZ activity associated with slightly higher dV/dt. At first glance, this might seem to be the 

critical observation needed explain how YAP/TAZ and Hippo is regulating cell volume. Thus, it 

is natural to focus on the regulation of dV/dt. However, average cell volume does not depend only 

on growth rate, but also the duration of the cell cycle. It can be shown from mathematical 

considerations that the average cell volume is slightly less than 3/2τdV/dt (see Perez et al., 2019 in 

Biorxiv) where τ is the average cell cycle duration. YAP/TAZ has also been shown to regulate the 

duration of the cell cycle (Pouffle, 2018) (see Fig. 3.8a) with increasing YAP/TAZ activity 

associated with smaller τ. It is clear that YAP/TAZ is affecting dV/dt and τ in opposite ways (and 

examining the trend in τ alone is also insufficient to explain volume regulation – see the following 

section). A larger increase is observed for dV/dt than what would be necessary to compensate for 

the observed decrease in τ and keep the average volume constant. How YAP/TAZ skews this 

balance in favor of increased dV/dt remains unclear, and more information regarding the role of 
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YAP/TAZ in cell cycle regulation may be needed to understand this phenomenon (see Fig. 3.14, 

3.15 and 2.16 for more discussion). 

 

Figure 3.7 Single cell growth rates obey a universal law across Hippo pathway knockouts (a) Growth rate curves 

overlapped for all Hippo knockouts. (b) Average growth rate per cell line. 

 

Due to endocytosis of FITC-Dextran on longer time scales, we are not able to obtain growth 

trajectories for the complete cell cycle. Therefore, we are unable to observe correlations between 

the birth volume and the added volume at the single cell level; however, we do observe a 

population of cells that exhibit near zero growth over 5 hours, which we interpret as quiescent 

cells. We observed that cells in quiescence can also transition out of quiescence and grow again. 

Finally, it is worth noting that growing cells show a continuous and proportional growth rate vs. 

volume curve, with no visible dependence on cell cycle phase. 

 

3.3.3 Volume differences across Hippo pathway knockouts are not explained by cell cycle 

duration or volumetric growth law 

It is clear how changing the birth and division volumes may affect the average population volume; 

however, it is also possible that the cell cycle duration, cell cycle phase distribution, and growth 

rate as a function of volume could impact the mean volume while keeping the birth and division 

volumes constant. For example, suppose we have a hypothetical cell for which dV/dt is positive 

during G1 and zero during S and G2. Further suppose we can lengthen the duration of G2 while 

keeping the birth and division volumes constant. For that cell, lengthening G2 will increase the 
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average volume of the population since each cell will spend more time at its maximum volume. 

We did not observe growth laws of this type in the cell lines utilized for this paper; however, we 

sought to examine how small variations in the growth law (e.g. comparing the exponential and 

linear models) may affect average volume. In previous work (Rochman, Popescu and Sun, 2018), 

we discussed how some conserved quantities may be used to calculate population averages of age-

dependent measurements. In particular, volume and DNA distributions for an ensemble may be 

calculated given the growth trajectory V(t) and DNA content progression DNA(t) (see Perez et al., 

2019 in Biorxiv for details). We may compare two cell volume distributions: one obtained with a 

long cell cycle duration (Fig. 3.8b red curve) and one obtained with a short duration (Fig. 3b black 

curves). The V(t) curve for the ensemble with the shorter duration will have a steeper rise 

regardless of whether the growth law is linear or exponential (Fig. 3.8c); however, the resultant 

volume distributions will be negligibly different (and the difference depends only on whether the 

growth rate is linear/exponential not on the cell cycle duration) on the scale of variation we observe 

across the CRISPR knockouts (Fig. 3.8d) see Perez et al. (2019 in Biorxiv) for details. When the 

ratio of time spent in each cell cycle phase G1, S, G2 is conserved, as observed across the CRISPR 

knockouts (Fig. 3.8f), we also predict the DNA distribution to be independent of cell cycle duration 

(Fig. 3.8e).  

 
Figure 3.8 Volume difference across Hippo pathway knockouts is independent of aging dynamics (a) YAP/TAZ 

Decreases Cell Cycle Duration and Bulk Doubling Time. Cell cycle duration and bulk doubling time for the HEK 

293A and five KO lines. (NYAPTAZ dKO=107, NYAP KO=216, NTAZ KO=186, NHEK 293A=122, NLATS1/2 dKO=18). (b) Two 

population with different cell cycle duration are considered. Long cell cycle duration and short cell cycle duration. (c) 

Two growth schemes are considered, linear or exponential growth. Further segmentation leads to a solid read line, 

representing linear growth with short cell cycle duration and a dashed read line, representing exponential growth with 
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short cell cycle duration. The solid black line, represents linear growth with long cell cycle and a dashed black line, 

represents an exponential growth with long cell cycle. (d) Volume distributions for each case.  

ρ(V)=∫ 𝑃(𝑉|φ) ρ(φ)dφ. (e) DNA distribution. Predicted from the theoretical framework. (f) YAP/TAZ Does Not 

Change the Cell Cycle Phase Distribution. A comparison of the DNA distributions across the cell lines examined 

showed no significant difference (inset cell cycle clock corrected for age see supplemental). (NYAPTAZ dKO=1137, NYAP 

KO=961, NTAZ KO=774, NHEK 293A=1202, NLATS1/2 dKO=876). 

 

Thus, cell cycle duration is not predicted to impact the volume distribution, and while 

modifying the growth law may modestly change the mean cell cycle distribution, only extremely 

nonlinear trends could replicate the magnitude of variation we observe across the CRISPR 

knockouts. As we see from Fig. 3.7a, the growth laws for all cell lines are generally similar, and 

the cell cycle duration for 5 cell lines are also very similar (Fig. 3.8a). Therefore, any impact the 

Hippo pathway and YAP/TAZ activity may have on the volumetric growth law or cell cycle 

duration (Fig. 3.8a) alone is unable to explain the volume variation across the CRISPR knockouts. 

 

3.3.4 Volume variations are not explained by cell geometry 

 
In a previous paper (Perez Gonzalez, Rochman, Tao et al, 2018), we have shown that cell geometry 

plays a major role cortical force balance and is an important factor in determining cell size. In 

principle, regulating the spatial distribution of cortical contractility while conserving the osmotic 

gradient across the cell cortex could result in large changes in cell volume. For example, suppose 

increasing YAP/TAZ activity decreases cell protrusivity resulting in a more hemispherical cell 

shape and thus higher curvature. This higher curvature, with the same pMLC expression, leads to 

a larger contractile force. If the pressure gradient across the cortex were constant, one way to 

balance that larger contractile force would be to increase cell volume and decrease the curvature 

while maintaining the same shape. Thus, we sought to examine how cell shape varies with 

YAP/TAZ activity independently of cell volume and examined the 3D shape where the apical 

surface was reconstructed from the epifluorescent images used to calculate volume (Fig. 3.9 a, b) 

and normalized by cell volume (Fig. 3.9c,d). We examined both the raw height profiles (Fig. 3.10a) 

as a function of the distance from the center of each cell as well as the fitted spherical caps (Fig. 

S12f). We found that there was no consistent trend in cell shape with increasing YAP/TAZ activity. 

The YAP/TAZ dKO, YAP KO, TAZ KO, and parental line (HEK293A) were all found to be 
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remarkably self-scaling. Despite having substantially different volumes, these four cell lines all 

had similar height profiles. It is interesting to note, however, the LATS1/2 dKO does not exhibit 

the same shape, spreading more than the others (more “pancake-like”). Thus, the role the Hippo 

pathway and YAP/TAZ activity may play in cell shape regulation alone cannot explain the 

variations in volume observed across the CRISPR knockouts. 

 
Fig 3.9 Description of analysis of geometry per cell. (a) The Role of YAP/TAZ in 3D Cell Shape – cartoon of 

analysis. Cartoon depicts single cell profile from volume data (b) 3D rendering. Two sample cells were considered to 

demonstrate the three-dimensional rendering. Top panel shows the YAP/TAZ dKO and the bottom panel shows the 

LATS1/2 dKO.  (c) Sample profile for two cell lines. Top panel shows YAP/TAZ dKO and bottom panel shows 

LATS1/2 dKO.  (d) Cell shape comparison. Left panel shows the cell height distribution as a function of the radial 

distance from the cell’s center of mass (or volume). Right panel shows the comparison when scaled by volume. The 

original and volume normalized apical cell shapes with the median height function (solid lines) and best fit spherical 

cap (dashed lines).  

 
Fig 3.10 Volume difference across Hippo pathway knockouts is independent of geometrical changes. (a) Volume 

Difference Is Not Explained by Cell Shape. Top panel shows volume normalized median cell height distributions 
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across each ensemble with the indicated KO in red and HEK293 in gray. Only the LATS1/2 dKO shows a significant 

difference in 3D apical shape. Bottom panel shows cell spherical cap shape ensemble. The distributions of the best fit 

spherical caps across each ensemble with the indicated KO in red and HEK293 in gray. 

 

3.3.5 Cell Volume Regulation by YAP/TAZ is independent of mTOR activity 

 
Another possible explanation for the observed cell volume increase with increasing YAP/TAZ 

activity is from the potential crosstalk between Hippo and mTOR pathways. Hippo pathway has 

been reported to modulate mTOR pathway in certain conditions. (Tumaneng et al, 2012) showed 

that in mouse tissue overexpression of YAP leads to the upregulation of AKT through tumor 

suppressor PTEN, and thus activates mTORC1/2 and downstream components. Over-expression 

of YAP also increased the level of phosphorylation of both S6K Thr 389 and AKT Ser 473 in 

tissue.  

 

Figure 3.11 Rapamycin decreases volume in parental cell line HEK293A (a) mTOR pathway. Description of the 

key elements of the pathway. (b) Sample images of control cells and rapamycin treatment. Left two show sample 

HEK293A cells from control experiment whereas two right images show sample cells from rapamycin treatment (c) 

Rapamycin inhibition confirmed via qIF. Expression of ribosomal activity reported via qIF of ribosomal protein pS6 
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(NControl=248, NRapamycin-4hours=196, NRapamycin-72hours=178). (d) Rapamycin inhibition decreases cell volume at 72 hours 

of treatment. Volume data for control cells and rapamycin treatment at 4 and 72 hours. (NControl=314, NRapamycin-

4hours=224, NRapamycin-72hours=221) (e) mTOR inhibition does not affect YAP/TAZ activity. Panel shows nuclear 

YAP/TAZ expression measured via qIF (NControl=354, NRapamycin-4hours=326, NRapamycin-72hours=296) 

 

As mTOR has been described as a major regulator of mammalian cell size due to its 

relationship with amino acid import and protein synthesis (Fingar et al, 2002; Lloyd, 2013), it is 

natural to ask whether on the single cell level the regulation of cell volume by Hippo pathway is 

mediated by the crosstalk between Hippo and mTOR. If YAP/TAZ activity also modulates mTOR 

activity on the single cell level, the observed cell volume variation in Hippo pathway KOs. In order 

to explore this potential crosstalk between YAP/TAZ and the mTOR pathway, we first inhibited 

mTOR using rapamycin and replicated the previously published effect of rapamycin on cell size 

(Fingar et al, 2002) (Fig. S13a-c). After 4hrs of treatment, mTOR activity is diminished as reported 

by pS6 expression using qIF (Fig 3.11a, b). However, cell volume did not change significantly 

after 4 hrs. Instead, a noticeable cell volume decrease of 28.9% occurred after 72 hours, close to 

the range previously reported (Fingar et al, 2002). In addition, we found that under mTOR 

inhibition, YAP/TAZ activity remained unchanged, suggesting that mTOR is not an upstream 

regulator of YAP/TAZ (Fig. S13a, b, d, e). 

 

Next, we sought to characterize mTOR activity (reported to be involved in protein 

production) in all Hippo pathway KOs, as well as total cell protein content and cell protein 

synthesis rate. Total cell protein content is measured using the total fluorescence from cells stained 

with a succinimidyl ester dye (Kafri, 2013). This measurement has already been reported to be 

well correlated with measurements of dry mass by quantitative phase microscopy (Kafri, 2013). 

The cell protein synthesis rate is measured using the SUnSET method (Schmidt et al, 2009). By 

treating cells with low concentration puromycin and staining puromycin labeled pre-mature 

peptides, we quantified the rate of protein synthesis in single cells by assessing the qIF signal of 

puromycin labeled peptides within the cytoplasm. We found that although there is major change 

in YAP/TAZ expression throughout these cell lines (Fig. 3.12b), mTOR activity as measured by 

total pS6, remained fairly constant (Fig. 3.12a), further ruling out crosstalk between these 

pathways at the single cell level. We found no change in total cell protein content across 5 cell 
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lines. The cell protein synthesis rate is also generally constant, with LATS1/2 dKO showing a 

slight increase.  

 

Figure 3.12 Ribosomal activity, total protein and protein synthesis across Hippo pathway knockouts (a) mTOR 

activity does not change with Hippo pathway knockouts. (NYAPTAZ dKO=177, NYAP KO=336, NTAZ KO=218, NHEK 

293A=406, NLATS1/2 dKO=202). (b) YAP/TAZ activity changes with Hippo pathway knockouts. NYAPTAZ dKO=223 , NYAP 

KO=156, NTAZ KO=287, NHEK 293A=331, NLATS1/2 dKO=207. (c) Total protein content does not change with Hippo pathway 

knockouts. NYAPTAZ dKO=664, NYAP KO=269, NTAZ KO=150, NHEK 293A=772, NLATS1/2 dKO=314). (d) Protein synthesis 

across Hippo pathway knockouts. (NYAPTAZ dKO=481, NYAP KO=1027, NTAZ KO=962, NHEK 293A=783, NLATS1/2 dKO=219). 

 

Finally, we asked whether mTOR or Hippo pathways are independent in their regulation of cell 

volume, and whether they have a synergistic effect. We found that when inhibiting mTOR activity 

with rapamycin in all Hippo pathway KOs, there was a general trend of obtaining additional 

volume reduction to what we had already seen in the Hippo KOs (Fig. 3.13a). Only the TAZ KO 

showed no significant volume reduction after mTOR inhibition. These results suggest that in our 

conditions, Hippo and mTOR have a synergistic effect in their regulation of cell volume, and act 

essentially independently (Fig 3.13b). 
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Figure 3.13 Synergistic effect of mTOR pathway and the Hippo pathway (a) Volume measurements on Hippo 

pathway knockouts and mTOR inhibition. (NYAPTAZ dKO - Control  =70, NYAPTAZ dKO - Rapamycin=115 , NYAP KO - Control= 95, 

NYAP KO - Rapamycin=193, NTAZ KO - Control=176, NTAZ KO - Rapamycin=206, NHEK 293A - Control=154, NHEK 293A - Rapamycin=258, 

NLATS1/2 dKO - Control=61, NLATS1/2 dKO - Rapamycin=169) (b) Cartoon of synergistic effect of YAP/TAZ and mTOR volume 

control.  

 

3.3.6 Tension regulation through G1/S checkpoint could explain cell volume variations. 

So far, we have demonstrated that all volume changes observed due to the modulation of 

YAP/TAZ activity are not explained by the role of YAP/TAZ in the regulation of the volumetric 

growth rate (Fig. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7), cell cycle duration (Fig. 3.8), cell geometry (scaled by volume) 

(Fig. 3.9 and 3.10) or mTOR activity (Fig. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13). In previous work (Perez Gonzalez, 

Rochman, Tao et al, 2018), we discussed the relationships between YAP/TAZ, cortical tension, 

and volume. Here we go a step further to propose that the trend of increasing volume across the 

CRISPR knockouts might be explained as a consequence of increasing cell tension which in turn 

increases YAP/TAZ activity (Fig. 3.14a and Fig. 3.15a).  
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Figure 3.14 Possible pathways that Hippo pathway contributes to cell volume regulation. (a) Hippo pathway is 

considered to be affecting different properties of the cell and thus regulate cell volume. (i) Hippo pathway affects cell 

geometry but not in a way to understand cell volume regulation as the cell self-scales its shape when YAP is knocked 

out. (ii) Hippo pathway cross-talks with mTOR in low amino acid condition whereas the crosstalk fails to explain cell 

volume regulation in general condition as cell volume regulation of mTOR pathway of Hippo pathway is considered 

to be in an additive fashion. (iii) Hippo pathway possibly affects cell aging including population dynamics and cell 

cycle regulation. Potential changes in growth rate caused by perturbing YAP fails to explain cell volume regulation, 

while cell cycle regulation including G0/G1 checkpoint and G1/S checkpoint might contribute to understanding cell 

volume regulation. 

 

As previously published, we propose that the distribution of cortical tension maintained through 

phosphorylated myosin mediated active contraction determines the force balance at the cortex 

thereby determining the volume of the cell. To validate this framework for the Hippo pathway 

KOs, we first measured pMLC expression finding that, as expected, it is positively correlated with 

YAP/TAZ expression and activity (Fig. 3.15c) while its distribution in the cell apical cortices 

remains fairly constant (Fig. S14a-c). When comparing our measured values for pMLC and 

volume, we found that pMLC is an excellent proxy for cell volume (Fig. 3.15d). We went on to 

characterize the pMLC expression for cells identified to be in G1 by Hoechst labelling for each 

cell line and found that the G1 exit value for pMLC (the value bounding 90% of cells in G1) was 

again correlated with the average cell volume of the cell line (Fig. S14a). We hypothesize that 
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YAP/TAZ and pMLC may be influencing an existing G1/S cell cycle checkpoint. To support the 

existence of such a checkpoint which has recently been motivated in monolayers (Uroz et al, 2018) 

for isolated HEK single cells, we measured cell cycle progression in a synchronized population 

under pMLC inhibition with the ROCK inhibitor Y28632. We took an asynchronous population 

(Fig. 3.16a,d), performed mitotic shake off detachment to obtain dividing cells, and let this 

population progress to G1. We then compared the evolution of this population over time with (Fig. 

3.16c,f) and without (Fig. 3.16b,e) the addition of Y27632. We found that with the addition of 

Y27632, there were significantly fewer cells progressing from G1 to S. Recently, it was shown that 

cell cytoskeletal tension impacts the association of SW1/SNF complex with YAP/YAZ, which 

inhibits transcriptional activity of nuclear YAP/TAZ (Chang, et al. 2018). This result in 

combination with our observation suggest that pMLC activity and cell tension, together with 

YAP/TAZ activity are involved in the determination of cell cycle checkpoint.  

 

 

Figure 3.15 Volume and pMLC expression across Hippo pathway knockouts (a) Cartoon depicting volume 

relationship to cortical tension and pressure difference (b) Cartoon depicting expected apical pMLCs relationship to 

volume (c) pMLC Expression Changes Among HEKs. Immunofluorescence assay was performed on HEKs to stain 

phosphorylated myosin light chain (d) Linear Fitting Between Ensemble Cell Volume and Ensemble pMLC. Cell 

volume and pMLC expression of each cell line as an ensemble was plotted with its mean value and standard deviation. 

Linear fitting shows the relationship between ensemble cell volume and pMLC. 
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Figure 3.16 Cell cycle progression of synchronized population under Y27632 treatment (a) Theoretical prediction 

of steady state DNA distribution (b) Progression from G1 synchronization. Synchronized population (blue) versus the 

population evolving over time (yellow) (c) Theoretical progression from G synchronization (blue) and the population 

evolving over time when G1 progression is delayed (yellow) (d) asynchronous cell cycle distribution for HEK 293A. 

(e) Y27632 assay. Panel shows how the cells progress from a synchronized G1 population with vehicle control 

(DMSO). (f) Y27632 assay. Panel shows how the cells progress from a synchronized G1 population with Y27632. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

 

Our data shows that YAP/TAZ and the Hippo pathway are involved in regulating single cell 

volume and supports the idea that YAP/TAZ is a mechanosensor. We found birth and division 

volume to be dependent on YAP/TAZ activity with higher YAP/TAZ activity leading to larger 

volumes. We validated (Pouffle, 2018) that cell cycle duration decreases with increasing 

YAP/TAZ activity, and also observed that the volumetric growth rate dV/dt increases with 

YAP/TAZ activity.  

 

Neither the observed dependence on YAP/TAZ activity for the regulation of cell cycle duration 

nor any potential modulation of the volumetric growth law were able to explain the volume 

variation observed. We additionally considered the possibility that this phenomenon is purely 

mechanical, owing to the potential role of YAP/TAZ in the regulation of cell shape; however, we 

found four out of five of the cell lines investigated to exhibit self-similar shapes negating this 
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hypothesis as well.  Finally, we sought to establish YAP/TAZ as either directly up or downstream 

of mTOR, a known regulator of cell volume, in this context and instead found them to act both 

independently and synergistically. 

 

Having exhausted these more fundamental explanations, we aimed to propose a novel mechanism 

implicating the role of YAP/TAZ in the regulation of cortical tension and thus cell volume 

throughout the G1/S checkpoint. We established a strong, positive correlation between YAP/TAZ 

activity, cell volume, and cell tension and went on to validate the importance of cell tension 

through the navigation of the G1/S checkpoint in isolated HEK single cells by demonstrating that 

rho inhibition delays or prohibits exit of G1 and entrance to S. We posit that YAP/TAZ modulates 

cortical tension, and thus cell volume during this transition, further impacting volume at birth and 

division.  
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 
 

4.1 Review of our findings 

 

Throughout the work comprised in this dissertation we have deeply focused in understanding how 

cells regulate and control cell volume both at the single cell level and at the population level. In 

order to properly understand how cells determine their volume at the single cell level we had to 

first develop and characterize a microdevice that could accurately measure volume. Here, we used 

the Fluorescence eXclusion method to perform such measurements which were also confirmed 

with other common methods to assess cell size.  

 

In Chapter 2, we used the fluorescence exclusion method to explore the relationship 

between cell volume and stiffness of the substrate in which the cells are grown. We found that cell 

volume depends on cell adhesion area and substrate stiffness. Moreover, our data suggests that 

cells balance forces at the cortex establishing a clear relationship between cortical tension and 

volume, given a particular adhesion area. Indeed, in a more fundamental level, we have shown that 

the principle of force balance is well preserved in cells when accounting for pressure difference 

and cortical contraction. In addition, an interesting feature of our datasets is the fact that the volume 

trend is rather non-linear as a function of substrate stiffness, leading to a maximum volume for 

3T3s and MSCs and a minimum volume for NuFFs at intermediate stiffness. This non-linearity 

can be explained by our theoretical model where the total amount of cortical tension, here reported 

as total pMLC per cell, and its distribution in the Z axis play a determinant role on the size of the 

cell. A more abstract and rather puzzling question is: how do cells transmit these signals? From a 

physical perspective, the variable of volume is global. It comprises the system as a whole but the 

variable of cortical tension is a local variable. It is not a variable with a single number across the 

board but rather a variable that changes at every point in the cell. How can both of these variables 

be connected. How could the local variable of cortical tension inform the global variable of 

volume. We considered the literature and found that YAP/TAZ, the downstream effector of the 

Hippo pathway, had been broadly reported as mechanotransducer that would translocate in the 

nucleus with changing stiffness. We found that regardless of the non-linearity of the system, for 

all conditions, bigger cells had higher activity of YAP/TAZ suggesting that this protein is indeed 

involved in cell volume determination. Finally, we presented measurements of total pMLC for 
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3T3s, MSCs and NuFFs in different stiffness to show an intriguing trend: when only selecting cells 

in G1 in the dataset, regardless of the stiffness selected, cells seem to reach similar values of 

pMLC, suggesting that across conditions, cells in G1 seem to reach a critical tension before 

progressing to S. This aligns with previous research that suggests the cell cycle is more complex 

than previously thought and also has complex checkpoints based on mechanical signals. 

 

In Chapter 3, we further sought to demonstrate the role of YAP/TAZ in regulation of cell 

volume. Here, using the fluorescence exclusion method, we assessed the volume of CRISPR 

generated knockouts across the Hippo pathway.  The goal was simple, to demonstrate that 

increased expression of YAP/TAZ leads to an increase in volume and vice versa. We found this to 

be true and pursued a mechanistic explanation of this phenomena. We first analyzed the dynamics 

of cell volume within each population by analyzing movies in which cells underwent mitosis. By 

measuring the volume right before division and the volume of the daughter cells we found that the 

larger cells within each population were increasing in size as a function of YAP/TAZ as well as 

the daughter cells. This on its own stands and demonstrates that by knocking out YAP/TAZ we 

have intrinsically changed the volume of the parental cell line. Once this had been demonstrated 

we considered the most likely options to explain how is this regulation occurring. The first 

alternative is that the mechanotransducer YAP/TAZ, also regarded as a key regulator of 

proliferation, changes the cell cycle distribution controlling how many cells are in each phase. 

This, we reasoned, could potentially lead to a changing weighed average but the experimental data 

showed otherwise. We found no consistent and significant trend through the 5 cell lines, discarding 

the role of cell volume regulation driven primarily by cell cycle regulation. A second alternative 

we considered, is the fact that YAP/TAZ could have induced strong morphological changes in our 

cell lines. Changes patterned as a function of YAP/TAZ that had become prominent in the 

LATS1/2 dKO cell line (with the highest expression of YAP/TAZ) and barely prominent in the 

YAP/TAZ dKO (with no expression of YAP/TAZ). These changes, if existent, could lead to 

changes in the geometry of the cells at the population level driving the volume changes we found. 

When performing cross sectional analysis for all 5 cell lines, we found that the parental HEK293A 

cell line, the YAP KO, the TAZ KO, and the YAP/TAZ dKO we self-scaling. Other than the 

volume difference, these cells showed similar geometries. The LATS1/2 dKO was an outlier in 

this analysis, not only increasing in size but also strongly changing its geometry. All considered, 
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geometrical changes could not be the driving force behind the volume changes across all cell lines. 

Another alternative to explain these volume changes is the relationship between the Hippo pathway 

and the mTOR pathway. The mTOR pathway has been broadly regarded as a master regulator of 

cell size due to its influence in ribosomal synthesis. If we could demonstrate that the Hippo 

pathway is upstream of the mTOR pathway, we could track the volume variations back to 

ribosomal synthesis. Surprisingly, we found that when using rapamycin, the YAP/TAZ expression 

remain unchanged and in the five cell lines the expression of pS6, the total protein content and the 

protein synthesis remained unchanged, showing that neither pathway has a feedback mechanism 

into the other one. Moreover, when treating the five cell lines with rapamycin, we saw an additional 

volume decrease, further demonstrating that both of these forms of volume regulation are 

independent and that they work together generating a synergistic volume decrease. We finally 

reported measurements on the cortical contraction of these five cell lines (reported as total pMLC 

per cell) and found that across the five cell lines, the relationship between pMLC and volume still 

holds. We performed an assay with Y27632, which suggests that a synchronized population of 

cells in G1 requires a minimum amount of pMLC to progress through the cell cycle further 

suggesting the existence of a mechanical checkpoint from G1 to S. 

 

 Both of these chapters have described our efforts to understand and determine how cells 

determine their volume. Some of the main takeaways are that we have proved that a theoretical 

framework can provide insightful predictions regarding cell shape and cell volume and that we 

have confirmed that YAP/TAZ is a novel regulator of cell size.  

 

4.2 Future work 

 

On performing these projects, we found that there is a wealth of information to be analyzed and 

understood when applying biophysical principles to biological environments. By creating a 

microdevice that address the question of volume in a very precise manner, we were able to obtain 

data such as the geometrical analysis that has not been previously reported. While attempting to 

understand how cells regulate their volume we created new tools and analysis. The original idea 

of measuring volume presented in chapter 2, transformed in the idea of tracking volume over time 

as shown in chapter 3. This as well motivated new ideas and prospects: (1) We have already done 

progress with a project in which we analyze how the inhibition of cortical tension translates into 
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cell volume variations. The tracking of cell volume over time is now allowing us to understand 

how certain drugs such as the ROCK inhibitor Y27632 might affect cell volume regulation. On a 

different subject, our lab continues to work on the analysis of cell volume, now attempting to 

exploit the wealth of data we have collected over the years to create a framework to predict cell 

volume from DIC images with machine learning tools.  

 

The cornerstone of all of these projects, past and new, is the development of a tool, the cell volume 

device. 
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Appendix 

 

 
Figure S1 Quantitative immunofluorescence analysis. (a) Examples of cell images in DIC and epifluorescence 

channels, showing the traced cell boundary (blue), inner (green) and outer (red) annulus, and dilated boundary for 

volume measurement (purple) (b) Examples of traced cell boundaries from immunofluorescence images. (All scale 

bars = 10 micrometer.) 
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Figure S2 Volume and area for synchronized cells. (a): Cell volume distributions for serum starvation and 

aphidicolin treatment of 3T3, NuFF and MSC cells seeded on glass. (b) Area vs. volume plots for serum starvation 

and aphidicolin treatment. (c) Distribution of cell adherent area across all three cell lines. (Number of Cells: 3T3s: N 

= 72 cells under serum starvation and N = 54 cells treated with Aphidicolin. MSCs: N = 67 cells under serum starvation 

and N = 92 cells treated with Aphidicolin. NuFFs: N = 114 cells under serum starvation and N = 55 cells treated with 

Aphidicolin) 
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Figure S3 Schematic description of the cell mechanical model (a) Side-view of a cell adherent on a circular pattern. 

Here, we parametrize the cell apical surface using a spherical coordinate system, defined by local radius R and 

azimuthal angle θ. The surface is rotationally symmetric about the z-axis. (b) For adhered cells of arbitrary geometry, 

a triangulated surface in 3D is used to describe the cell apical surface. For each vertex i, j labels vertices that are 

connected to i; ai (Eq. (3)) is the area enclosed by the green dash lines, which perpendicularly bisects the edges 

connecting i and j, connecting the triangle centers (marked as pink dots). We compare cell volume (V) vs, cell adherent 

area (A) for cells adhered to a circular pattern obtained from solving Eq. S1 using ODE15 (red line) and the 3D Monte-

Carlo algorithm (blue dots). Here, (2𝜎𝑎/ΔP) h=5µm. (c). Examples of adherent area (A) vs. cell volume (V) for three 

different 𝜎𝑎 distributions. Cells with active contraction distribution similar to 𝜎1(𝜃) (blue line) have high basal 

contraction; cells with active contraction distribution similar 𝜎2 (red line) have uniform active contraction; cells with 

active contraction distribution similar to 𝜎3 (black line) have high apical contraction. 
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Figure S4 Quantification of spatial distribution of pMLC. (a) An example of a confocal image of fluorescent beads 

for one z-position. In order to calibrate our confocal intensity measurements, the total intensity per bead is plotted vs. 

the z position. The measured average intensity per bead remains roughly constant for different z-positions, 

demonstrating the confocal measurement can be used to quantify intensities at different z-positions. (b) Examples of 

confocal images of pMLC for NuFF cells on collagen coated glass (63X): Light intensity of pMLC in the cell cortical 

region is much higher than elsewhere. In addition, clear stress fibers can be seen at cell basal level. (c) Example of a 

confocal image with the cell boundary traced by computational image analysis: the pink line marks the inner boundary 

of the cell cortex. The pMLC light intensity is plotted along the x axis (white arrow). The traced cell region is between 

x = 200 to 310 pixels (marked with yellow and blue arrow, respectively). (d) pMLC intensity (total expression per 

united area) as a function of z-position for all three cell lines, which shows roughly the same trend as the total cortical 

pMLC intensity in Fig. 3 in the main text. (scale bar = 20 micrometer. All error bars represent standard error) 
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Figure S5 Cell volume after cells are exposed to ROCK inhibitor Y27632 cultured on stiff glass substrate. (a), 

(d), and (g): cell adhesion area, shape and volume comparison between control and Y-compound treatment of 3T3 

cells (a), MSC cells(d) and NuFF cells (f). (b), (e) and (h): cell adhesion area and volume plot of control and cells 

treated with Y27632 for 3T3s (b), MSCs, and NuFF cells (h); (c) (f) and (i): Comparison of area vs. volume plot 

between control and cells treated with Y27632. The comparison is done between the cells with similar shape factor. 

(For 3T3s: N = 94 cells for control and N = 61 cells for Y27632 treatment; For MSCs: N = 83 for control and N = 118 

for Y27632 treatment; For NuFF: N = 117 for control and N = 78 for Y27632 treatment. Statistical significance; n.s. 

p>0.05; ** p<10−3 ; *** p<10−6) 
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Figure S6 Quantification of YAP distribution and pMLC from epifluorescence images. (a-f) Total pMLC 

intensity per cell versus the ratio between total nuclear YAP expression and total cytoplasmic YAP expression for all 

three cell lines. These plots show that there is no obvious correlation between pMLC and YAP ratios (a,c,e) show 

average value per stiffness and (b,d,f) explicitly display single cell measurements. (g-l) Correlation between total 

pMLC expression per cell and total nuclear YAP expression, and the correlation between total pMLC per cell and the 

ratio between YAP nuclear intensity and cytoplasmic intensity. (g,i,k) displays average concentration ratio per ECM 

stiffness and (h,j,l) Data points are color coded by the total YAP expression per cell. We find that the concentration 

ratio follows the trend we found between total pMLC intensity and total nuclear YAP expression. But for the MSC 

cells, the appearance of separate branches in the correlation is less obvious in the pMLC vs. intensity plot. Cells belong 

to the upper branch have high overall YAP per cell, but low nuclear to cytoplasmic YAP intensity/concentration ratio. 

(All error bar represent standard error. Statistical significance: *** p<10−6 , **p<10−3 , *p<0.01) 
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Figure S7 MSC cells expressing differential marker CD105 and CD90. All MSC cells positively express these 

markers.  
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Figure S8 Comparisons between cells treated with aphidicolin and control for all three cell lines. (a)~(c) DNA 

distribution for 3T3s (a), MSCs(b), and NuFFs(c). In general, cells treated with aphidicolin are mostly in G1. (d)~(f), 

PMLC and YAPN plot for 3T3 (d), MSC(e) and NuFF(f) cells. (g)~(i), Comparison of mean PMLC and YAPN for 

3T3 (g), MSC (h), and NuFF(i). Cells treated with aphidicolin have higher expression of pMLC and nucleus YAP. 

(Number of cells: 3T3s: N = 273 cells for the control and N = 197 cells treated with Aphidicolin; MSCs: N = 469 cells 

for the control and N = 213 cells treated with Aphidicolin. NuFFs: N = 395 cells for the control and N = 405 cells 

treated with Aphidicolin. *** p<10−6). 
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Figure S9 Comparison between cells under serum free condition and control for all three cell lines. (a)~(c) DNA 

distribution for 3T3s (a), MSCs(b), and NuFFs(c). In general, cells cultured under serum free condition are mostly in 

G1. (d)~(f), PMLC and 𝑌𝐴𝑃𝑁  plot for 3T3 (d), MSC(e) and NuFF(f) cells. (g)~(i), Comparison of mean PMLC and 

𝑌𝐴𝑃𝑁 for 3T3 (g), MSC (h), and NuFF(i). In general, cells cultured under serum free condition have lower pMLC and 

nucleus YAP, except for the higher branch of MSCs, where there are higher percentage of cells at upper branch when 

treated with serum free condition (Number of cells: 3T3s: N = 695 cells for the control and N = 594 cells cultured 

under serum free condition; MSCs: N = 573cells for the control and N = 352 cells cultured under serum free condition. 

NuFFs: N = 340 cells for the control and N = 276 cells cultured under serum free condition. *** p<10−6; ** p<=0.001) 
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Figure S10. Volume and area analysis for all cell lines. (a) DIC image overlaid with cell boundary used for 

calculating morphological properties. (b) Epifluorescent volume image overlaid with the boundary used to segment 

the region integrated to yield volume as described in the main text. The volume boundary is dilated 20 pixels out from 

the cell boundary. The annulus used to calculate the background intensity is constructed from boundaries dilated 10 

and 25 pixels from the cell boundary (not shown). (c) Three-dimensional reconstruction of the cell. The heights are 

derived from the epifluorescent volume image as described in the main text and colorized with the intensity map 

defined by the DIC image. (d) Volume versus area for each one of the five cell lines including the CRISPR knockouts. 

(NYAPTAZ dKO=70, NYAP KO=81, NTAZ KO=95, NHEK 293A=74, NLATS1/2 dKO=61). (e) Shows the distribution for cell area for 

each cell line from the previous figure S10e. Table 1. Average area. Table 2. Average volume. 
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Figure S11 Growth analysis assuming linear behavior (a) Growth rate characterizing volume increase at single cell 

level by using a linear fitting to each individual curve. The first five panels show the individual cell growth versus 

their associated initial volume. The last panel shows the slope of the fitting for all five cell lines (NYAPTAZ dKO=130, 

NYAP KO=118, NTAZ KO=162, NHEK 293A=175, NLATS1/2 dKO=185). (b) Growth rate characterizing volume increase at single 

cell level with an alternative representation. The five panels show the individual cell growth versus their volume over 

time (NYAPTAZ dKO=130, NYAP KO=118, NTAZ KO=162, NHEK 293A=175, NLATS1/2 dKO=185). 
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Figure S12 Cell cycle change impact on volume and geometrical differences among cell lines. (a) Example cell 

age distributions for cells with a long cell cycle duration (red line) and a short cell cycle duration (black line). (b) The 

cell cycle completion distribution well conserved for a variety of cell cycle distributions. (c) Growth trajectories for 

cells obeying a hypothetical logarithmic growth law (dotted lines), linear growth law (solid line), and exponential 

growth law (dashed line). Small cells ranging in volume from one to two arbitrary units (red curves) and large cells 

ranging in volume from two to four arbitrary units (black curves) are displayed. (d) Resultant volume distributions 

where the conditional probability has a large CV. All growth laws produce similar volume distributions. (e) Resultant 

volume distributions where the conditional probability has a small CV. The resulting volume distributions are clearly 

distinguishable. (f) The fitted spherical cap distributions for the Hippo knockouts (red) in comparison to control HEK 

293A (gray). The shaded band represents the median 50% of the population. The only cell line with a significant shape 

difference is the LATS1/2 dKO. 
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Figure S13 mTOR effect on cell volume (a) IC50 curve for rapamycin exposure on the parental cell line. mTOR 

activity as measured by total pS6 decreases as the concentration of rapamycin is increase (NControl =111, N10 pM =150, 

N100 pM=198, N500 pM=116, N1 nM =178). (b) IC50 curve for rapamycin exposure on the parental line. YAP/TAZ 

expression remains roughly constant through exposure to rapamycin. (c) Effect of rapamycin on cell volume at 4 

hours, 24 hours, 72 hours and 216 hours. Left shows average statistics while left shows all data. (NControl =314, 

NRapamycin 4 hrs =224, NRapamycin 24 hrs =46, NRapamycin 72 hrs =289, NRapamycin 216 hrs =28). (d) Effect on mTOR activity by 

rapamycin for all 5 cell lines at 4 hrs and 72 hrs. (NYAP/TAZ dKO Control =11, NYAP/TAZ dKO Rapa 4hrs =33, NYAP/TAZ dKO Rapa 72 

hrs =38, NYAP KO Control =117, NYAP KO Rapa 4hrs =36, NYAP KO Rapa 72 hrs =85, NTAZ KO Control =90, NTAZ KO Rapa 4hrs =157, NTAZ 

KO Rapa 72 hrs =93, NParental Control =46, NParental Rapa 4hrs =43, NParental Rapa 72 hrs =68, NLATS1/2 dKO Control =7, NLATS1/2 dKO Rapa 4hrs 

=92, NLATS1/2 dKO Rapa 72 hrs =90). (e) YAP/TAZ expression in the 5 cell lines with rapamycin treatment. (f) Average 

volume of the five cell lines in the Hippo pathway (red) and average volume of the five cell lines with rapamycin 

treatment (pink). 
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Table 3. 
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Figure S14 pMLC analysis on all Hippo pathway knockouts (a) Average pMLC expression across population of 

HEKs over 10 z-stacks. Each stack is 1 um interval. The bottom stack (stack #1) is manually chosen and focused to 

qualitatively match the maximum radius of the adherent surface of a cell. (b) Apical and basal pMLC expression 

across HEKs. The top-left panel shows the apical pMLC expression for the single cells of HEKS. The top-right panel 

shows the basal pMLC expression for the single cells of HEKs. The bottom panel shows the Apical/Basal ratio of 

pMLC expression for the single cells of HEKs. The bottom 2 stacks are counted as the basal stacks and the top 8 

stacks are counted as apical stacks. The summation of the fluorescence signals of the corresponding stacks are counted 

as the expression of pMLC of apical or basal. (NYAPTAZ dKO=40, NYAP KO=36, NTAZ KO=36, NHEK 293A=37, NLATS1/2 

dKO=43). (c) Example of the pMLC signal over different z-stacks. A HEK-293A parental cell was investigated and the 

pMLC confocal fluorescence images over 6 z-stacks from the bottom of this cell were shown. 
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